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FREE
4th
Introducing 
FULTON'S FUTURE MAJOR LEAGUERS
(Additional pictures next week)
THE RED LEGS: (top russ, i to r A M. Dycus, Robert Mc-
Alister, Roger Pigue and Tommy Allen; I center row. I to r):
Philip Jeffress, Joe Kennett, Robby Logan and Murray Clark;(bottom row, I to r Richard Isbell, Ray Morrow. Kutch Buck-ingham and Jimmy Clark.
THE DODGERS: (top raw, I to r. Truman satterfteld. Char-
lie Fermat, Tommie Bowden, Robby Roo den and Jack Fin-rest;
(center row. 1 to rI: Norman Harwood, Joe Barnes, Jerry
House. Johnnie Allen and Larry Sullivan; (bottom row, Ito r):
Freddie Harper, Alan Benedict, William. Cali Hersh and Jerry
Robertson.
fetil
Monday night
'league teams took to the field Here is the "Little League"
under the lights for the first , schedule for the coming work•
time. Each of the six teams .) July 3 -- Thursday. Reds
played two innings each They
were all (tressed out in their new
*iniforrns and they put on quite
an exhibition of ball playing.
Tuesday night was the first
official game and the White Sox
defeated the Cardinals 13-12 in
a close game. The Sox had to
corne from behind to win by ty-
ing the score in the last inning
by acsx-ring 10 runs, and then
winning in the extra frame. '
Pitching for the White Sox
was Jimmy Pruett with Willing-
ham collecting the most hits.
Billy Ring was on the mound
toy the Cards and was relieved
by Johnny Covington.
In the second game of the
night the Braves defeated the
Yankees in another close one 8-
.7 The Braves had a 4-run lead
in the last inning but the Yanks
tied it up only to lose it in the
extra inning.
"Bo" Faulkner drove in the
winning run with a single to
center. Hickey Borden was the
winning pitcher.
Tonight the Red vs. the Sox
and the Yanks vs. Giants. Come
on out and support these little
teams. During the season each
BASEBALL GAMES
ARE ANNOUNCED
The following games will be
played in the Purchase League
next Sunday:
Hickory at Pilot Oak
Sedalia at Fancy Farm
Wingo at Fulton.
the little
, Dodgers: Yanks vs. Giants
July 6 -- Friday. S o x vs.
Braves; Cards vs. Yanks.
July 9 — Reds vs. Dodgers;
Giants vs. Sox.
10th—Reds vs. Dodgers; Cards
vs. Braves.
VS.
SOIL BANK SIGNING
BEGINS JULY 5TH
S. E. Holly. Office Manager
of the Fulton County ASC. an-
nounced today that the ASC Of-
fice would begin the signing of
Acreage Reserve Agreements
under the 1956 "Soil Bank" pro-
gram. Thursday. July 5th.
He urged that every farmer
study the program as it applies
to his farm, and if there are
benefits that he Could receive
by participating, that he come to
the county office not later than
July 20th as this is the final
the execution of this agreement.
For further information contact
your local ASC office.
of the teams will play 20 games TAX DECLARATIONeach.
The "Hot Shots" of Mayfield
defeated Fulton Sunday 12 to 3
In a Purchase League game
The "Hot Shots" made the
most of 12 hits and some field-
ing miscues by Fulton to score
12 runs.
Fulton managed only three
runs from 10 hits off Edwin the
Mayfield pitcher. Billy Forrest
had three hits and Jerry Chisen-
hall had two for Fulton. Sulli-
van and Fixer had two hits each
for Mayfield.
Fulton plays Wingo at Ful-
ton Sunday at 2:30
R. H. E.
Mayfield 000 404 422-12 12 3
Fulton 110 000 010— 3 10 5
Pilot Oak defeated Fancy
Farm 7 to 2 to take over first
place in the league.
"Fat" Wray, Pilot Oak catcher
hit a grand slamer in the fifth
inning V. Yates, Wray and Wil-
hams got 2 hits each.
Robert Moorer, Pilot Oak
pitcher, gave up 13 hits and
Bruce, for Fancy Farm gave up
9 hits to the winners.
R. H. E.
Pilot Oak 000 140 020-7 9 4
Fancy Farm 000 000 200-2 13 5
MEET THURSDAY NITE
The Retail Merchants will
meet Thursday night, 7 30 p.m.,
July 5th at the Kentucky Utili-
ties Office.
DUE BY JULY 15
Kentucky taxpayers expecting
to earn $100 or mote in 1958
from which no state income tax-
es are withheld are required to
file a declaration of income with
the State by July 15 according
to Department of Revenue offic-
ials
Forms may be obtained at the
State's district revenue office at
Paducah or from the Depart-
ment's offices in Frankfort.
This Demonstration
Was Well Received
Marie Holland. Home Demon-
strator of Kentucky Utilities has
returned from Dawson Springs
where the 4-H camp for the Ful-
ton, Graves, Calloway and Mar-
shall counties is in progress. She
demonstrated the deep fryer and
cooked enough do-nuts to serve
the 250 children that were at-
tending and the adult leaders.
Polio was once called Infantile
Paralysis because it was first
studied in children and because
only its paralytic form WAS
known. Later it was learned
that polio does not always cause
paralysis and that it attacks
adults as well as children
.‘set toclu/c-- ii6eo
Wit et
tiOgy!ev-'1"
It" tt°1‘.
NEW'Sr's
— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Twenty-Five Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday July 5, 1966
VALUE DAYS ARE
HERE THIS WEEK-
SHOP AND SAYE!
Thirty Fulton Stores
Offer Assorted Goods
At Bargain Prices
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
of this week are "Fulton Value
Days" with approximately thir-
ty local merchants offering ex-
tra-special bargains for shop-
pErs on these three days of this
weekend.
Each store has at least ten
outstanding values to offer the
public, and each participating
store will be flying pennants in
the windows to be easily identi-
fied as a participant.
The event is being widely
publicized over the radio and
through all nearby newspapers,
Fisted Nathan Wade and Paul
Kasnow, who are handling pub-
licity for the event Wade is
chairman of the promotion di-
vision of the Retail Merchants
Association, which has planned
three such events during July
and August.
A number of patticipating
merchants have listed their
"specials" in this issue., and you
are urged to look over these and
plan your weekend bargain
shopping. Station WFUL is also
carrying a full report from all
stores.
FRED TODD
MURDER TRIAL
SET FRIDAY
Charged With Shotgun
Slaying Of Former
Union City Negro
The case of Fred Todd, South
Fulton Negro indicted May 17th
by the Obion county grand jury
on the charge that he did "in the
first degree, murdes- Abraham
Jeffress." has been set for Fri-
day in the Obion circuit court.
Todd was arrested about 11:55
p.m May 15th in South Fulton.
charged with murder of 57-year-
old Jeffress, Negro operator of a
barbecue stand on McDowell
street in South Fulton. Jeffress
was a former resident of Un-
ion City.
BURNETTE WINS
TWO MONTHS
TRIP TO KOREA
Sails From Mobile
July 16 With Help
For Korean 4-H Clubs
George Ely Burnette, 17, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Burnette
of Fulton, has been chosen to
make a two-mbnth trip to Ko-
rea as a representative of the
4-H Club of Fulton County. He
will sail from Mobile on July
16 for a visit that will cover
approximately two months.
Burnette, President of the lo-
cal club, directed a campaign in
Fulton County that provided a
quota of 10 dairy heifers, 40
pigs, 20 steers and many other
usable items for the war-rav-
aged 4-H clubs of Korea.
Eight other Southern States
participated in the "Friendship
for Korea" project.
Burnette has amassed an out-
standing record as a young
farmer, dairyman, student and
Club President. It was his hard
4-H Club to participate in the
Korean-aid project as the only
group on this project in Ken-
tucky.
Graves Announces For
Obion County Rep.
Ralph Graves, owner of the
Graves Hardware and Sporting
Goods Company of Union City,
has announced his candidacy for
Democratic nomination for State
Representative from Obion
County at the Democratic pri-
mary on Thursday, August 2.
Mr. Graves is well known in
Fulton, having been former
manager of the Gambles Store
here. This is his first time to
seek public office.
Poliomyelitis occurs in chil-
dren five to nine years old more
than in any other age group
jottings from
Jo's
Last week, if you will recall,
in commenting on the strong
arm tactics used by the Chand-
ler Administration in urging its
employees to vote in the county
conventions held last Saturday,
I said: "I'm keeping my con-
federate money, I think Ken-
tucky will be free again some
day." That was before the con-
vention!
Today, I've changed my whole
thinking on the matter. As soon
as I can I am going to exchange
not only my Confederate money,
but .any American money I may
have (all two dollars) into rub-
les. Rubles you know is the med-
ium of financial exchange used
in Russia, in case you haven't
talked with Gromyko lately. I
want to have a few rubles on
hand, because if some morning
I wake up and read where the
name of Kentucky has sbeen
changed to Chandkervoistock, I
don't want to be caught with my
Slipsky Kominoff.
I guess I really made the de-
cision to swap the Confederate
and American money into rubles
,last Saturday about seven o'clock
In the evening. It was then that
I started getting the state-wide
returns on the Democratic . .
I mean hypocrattc . . . migosh,
Ivan, even the keys on the type-
writer are acting like they're
RUSHIN . . . . Anyway com-
rades, I was talking about the
conventions last Saturday. So I
says to Petrov (his name used to
be Paul) . . says I, "Petrov,
what's with th«,„,.!•.57tey you got
In your pocket, is h rubles?"
"No, Olga (name used to be
Jo)," says Petrov. "Wait till to-
morrow, maybe the United Sov-
iet Socialistic Press had its wires
tapped and the news was wrong.
Tomorrow, Olga, maybe we
smuggle a newspaper and we
know, maybe the truth." Petrov,
always he's the one with the
hope.
Last Sunday morning I got up
early as I usually do, and be-
fore I went out in the yard to
pick up the Sunday paper. I
peeped out from the carefully
drawn blinds to see if there was
a Cossack anywhere around.
Wrapped in my Russian sable
I dashed out, grabbed the paper
and dashed back before anybody
could see that I was a subscrib-
er to the Capitalistic press. Safe,
back in the house, I poured my-
self a ,cup of Vodka from the
Samovar that I got as a door
prize at the polls ... who wants
coffee from Brazil . . . I want to
be loyal to the Politburo.
But you see, Comrade, even be-
fore I learned the truth about
the outcome of the County Con-
ventions on Saturday I started
making preparations to be loyal
to that great leader of the peo-
ple, that hero of the working
man, that patriot of the Un-
shackled Servant Scared of Re-
prisals. . . Albertrov Benjamin-
off Chandlervostock.
Petrov and I, we read where
Albertrov he said:
"I am not seeking the office of
President of the United States,"
but to be named by the people
of Kentucky as their favorite
son not only fills my cup but
overflows it.
"For this and for so many oth-
er manifestations of your love
and confidence, I am now and
forever shall be deeply grate-
ful to the people of Kentucky."
Sure everybody loves Albert-
rov. Didn't they show it last
Saturday. Didn't they all show
up at the Courthouses all over
the State . . . sure, and you
couldn't tell one bit that every
State employee had a mark on
his neck showing where the axe
would chop his head off of the
payroll if his mothers, wives,
sweethearts, children, aunts,
uncles,- step-fathers, step-moth-
ers, brothers, sisters, cousins,
mothers-in-law, fathers-in-law,
brothers-in-law, sisters-in -law
and skeletons in the closet
weren't ready to be counted like
(Continued on Page 4)
HOLIDAY REAPS
ACCIDENT TOLL
AROUND FULTON
One Dead, One Hurt
On State Roads; Clonts
Dies In South Carolina
Fulton and its network -of
heavily-traveled federal high-
ways apparently remained cas-
ualty-free over the Fourth, ac-
cording to reports received
Thursday morning at the News
office. No wrecks were report-
ed on these routes.
Bobby Joe Goodwin, soya of
Robert Goodwin of Fulton, suf-
fered a badly lacerated left
hand Wednesday when the car
which he was driving skidded
and turned over on a gravel
road near Dublin, Ky. The acci-
dent was caused by Goodavin's
attempting to avoid hitting a dog
in the road, according to re-
ports. 'He is a patient in Ful-
ton Hospital.
David Clonts, 15-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clonts of
Greenville, S. C. .was killed in
an auto accident at Greenville,
July 4th, according to word re-
ceived in Fulton by his grand-
mother, Mrs. J. E. Powers of
here. The Clonis family were
formerly- residents of Fulton.
Paul Meadows, 27, a resident
of Mayfield, was killed Monday
night when the car in which he
was riding struck the I. C. un-
derpass timbers on Highway 307
a few miles north of Fulton. The
underpass is located on a sharp,
dangerous curve. Thurmond
Davis, also of Mayfield, was bad-
ly injured in the accident.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ANNOUNCES WEEK
OF GOSPEL MEETINGS
Bro. Cunningham Is
Evangelist For Series
July 8 Thru July 15
Oliver Cunningham, regular
minister for the Central Church
of Christ in Fulton will be the
evangelist in the gospel meeting
at Central Church July 8-15. The
services on Sunday will be at
11 a.m. and 7 p.m. The services
Monday through Saturday will
be at 7:45 p.m.
The sermon subjects for Sun-
day at 11 a.m. will be "The
Crucfied Christ" and at 7 p.ni.
"Before and After the Cross."
On Monday at 7:45 the sermon
subject will be "The Battle of
Armageddon" on Tuesday "Bi-
ble Baptism" and on Wednesday
"The New Birth."
The Central Church of Christ
has some of the best singing in
the country and you are invited
to come and sing with Bill Jones,
and Avon French leading the
singing.
Last Sunday evening/ the
Oentral Church of Christ had
the best attendance of any reg-
ular Sunday in the history of the
congregation. This of course
does not include the Sunday eve-
nings during Gospel Meetings.
Nisbet Will Visit
Fulton On July 13
Mr. B. b Nisbet, a Contact
Representative of the Kentucky
Disabled Ex-Service Men's
Board, will be present on Fri-
day. July 13 at the American
Legion Home in Fulton to assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their military
service.
He will be present from 9:00
a.m. until 3-00 p.m.
McDade Awarded
Jordan Road Job
A contract for construction on
the Fulton-Jordon road in Ful-
ton county has been awarded
the McDade & McDade of Ful-
ton according to an announce-
ment by Bert Kiser. Commission-
er of Highways.
The company submitted a
low bid if $111,084 96. The con-
tract calls for bituminous surface
(Limestone Aggregate.)
WINS HOME FREEZER
A 1714-foot deLuxe home
freezer was awarded by Wade
Furniture Company to Rev. A.
L. Wade of the Pleasant Hill
Church last week in a drawing
at the Furniture Store
Number Twenty-Seven
Cares In, Razed, Burns
Three Times But
Still Standing
The old Ice Company building
on Norman street is no more.
This old, venerable landmark
of earlier days in Fulton busi-
ness life, like a hardy pioneer
whose life span has come to an
end but who refuses to be count-
ed out, has disintegrated by de-
grees during the past year, was
partly torn down several
months ago, and caught fire
last week twice in the same eve-
ning, finally burning to a black-
ened shell.
High winds on July 4th fanned
the dying embers and the giant
building again I'oared into flame
as the last bit of wood and cork
was consumed during the eve-
ning.
The remaining high brick
walls are a dangerous menace
to passerby, and the street has
been. blocked until they can be
torn down. The public is warned
to remain at a safe distance un-
til this work is completed.
C OF C WILL HAVE
DINNER MEET 12TH
The Fulton-South Fulton
Chamber of Commerce will have
a dinner meeting Thursday,
July 12th at 7:00 p.m. This meet
ing will be held at the Rose
Room.
The Chamber of Commerce
has invited to this meeting the
following industrial representa-
tives: Bruce Kenedy. Ky. Agri-
cultural and Industrial Board;
J. C. Zimmerman, Ky. Chamber
of Commerce; George I. Whit-
latch, Tenn Agricultural a n d
Industrial Development Board;
Jack Frost, Illinois Central Rail-
road; and D. E. Buchanan, Ky.
Utilities Co. These men will
meet earlier with the board of
directors and the committee
men of the chamber of com-
merce, to better learn the situa-
tion of our community.
PHIPPS BEGINS AS
UNION CITY COACH
Ed Phipps, basketball coach
for the past four years at South
Fulton High school, Monday as-
sumed his duties as junior high
school athletics and industrial
arts instructor at Union City
High School for the 1956-57
school year.
Mr. Phipps has been a teacher
and coach for the past 11 years
except for three years spent in
military service. His first teach-
ing assignment began at Fulton
High School where he served as
assistant coach for four years.
For the past four years at South
Fulton, Phipps-oaached basket-
ball teams set a total of 92 vic-
tories against 21 defeats.
Burnette Leads Local
Group At Ft. Knox
George Burnette. Fulton, was
elected a "City Councilman" at
Boys State last week at Ft.
Knox, and also chosen as one
of the 12 outstanding boys out
of the 306 attending this annual
affair.
Seven other young men from
Fulton made the trip, including
James Stoker, Dale Breeden,
Bobby Workman, Morgan Fields,
Joe Dallas, James LaFuze and
Morris Taylor.
Bro. Oakley Woodside, pastor
of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church of Fulton served as a
counselor.
Pritchett Elected
Rotary Governor
E. B. (Bud) Pritchett, promin-
ent Martin businessman. on July
1st becacrne the governor of the
236th Rotary international dis-
trict comprising all of West Ten-
nesaee except Shelby county and
half of Middle Tennessee.
Mr. Pritchett has been a mem-
ber of the Martin club for 13
years and is a peat president.
He has been on the official board
of the Martin Methodist Church
for many years and is a Boy
Scout leader. He is a Mason and
a Shriner. In addition to his
business, he has large farming
interests.
GOING TO COLORADO
Theodore Kramer, Jr. is mak-
ing a business trip to Colorado
over the weekend to complete
arrangement for permanent
resident in that State in the near
future
MRS. FIELDS AND
FRED HOMRA ARE
DEMO DELEGATES
Clements Faction
Stages Walk-Out
At County Meeting
Fred Homra, of Fulton and
Mrs. Ples Fields of Hickman
were named delegates to the Na-
tional Democratic Coroiention
when it will be held in Chicago.
during August. Mr. Homra was
named as a alternate State-at-
large delegate and Mrs. Fields
Is an alternate from the First
Distriat. Both are prominent
Fulton Comity Democrats and
active members in the party or-
ganization.
The announcement was made
when delegates were named at
the St-ate Democratic convention
in Louisville Tuesday. At the
convention Governor A. B.
liappy" Chandler was named
Democratic Committeeman from
Kentucky, replacing former
Governor Lawrence W. Wether-
by. Governor Chandler's name
will also be presented before the
convention as a favorite son
candidate for President of the
United States.
_Last Saturday Fulton County
Democrats held a county con-
vention in Hickman when pro-
Chandler forces were successful
in naming 13 delegates and as
,many alternates to the State
, Convention in Louisville.
Ir. Fulton County an orderly
walk-out was staged at the meet-
ing by a group of county citi-
zens who staged a "rump" con-
vention on a point of order raised
by Mrs. Paul Westpheling after
she challenged the legality of the
appointment of J. T. Davie as
chairman of the Democratic ex-
ecutive committee.
Mrs. Westpheling charged that
Davie, who succeeded the late
Justin Attebury, was illegally
seated. There was not a quorum
present at either of two meet-
ings called to elect a chairman,
said Mrs. Westpheling.
"I declare this meeting out of
order," said Mrs. Westpheling,
and walked out of the session.
Approximately 50 persons fol-
lowed. A large number stayed
and elected Chandler delegates.
J. A. Willingham was named
chairman of the "rump" dele-
gation in Fulton and Mrs. West-
pheling was the secretary.
FARMERS TO VOTE
JULY 20 ON PLAN
TO MARKET WHEAT
Two Thirds Of
Voting Needed
For 1957 Plan
Friday, July 20, is the date
when growers will determine
how they want to market their
1957 wheat crop, Roy C. Gray,
Chairman of the State Agricul-
tural Stabilization and Conser-
vation Committee, reminded
farmers today.
Farmers who will hareast
more than 15 acres of wheat as
grain on a farm in 1957 "-Pe
eligible to cast ballots in 're
wheat quota referendum Polling
places will be set up in con-
venient locations in the county,
and wheat growers will be noti-
fied where they may vote.
A two-thirds favorable vote
will mean that marketing quotas
and penalties on excess wheat
will be in effect for the 1957
wheat crop. Under quotas, too,
price support to growers in the
commercial area who comply
with their wheat acreage allot-
ments will be at the full level
available — between 75 and 90
percent of parity.
If more than one-third of the
growers voting disapprove quot-
as, the quotas will not be in ef-
fect, and the available price sup-
port on the 1957 wheat crop to
those who comply with farm
wheat acreage allotments will be
at a level of 50 percent of par-
ity.
Ice Cream Supper Is
Friday Eve At Pierce
There will be an ice cream
supper Friday night, July 6,
held on Jack Lowe's lawn at
Pierce Station. There will be
plenty of home made ice cream
and cake.
This supper is sponsored by
the M.Y F. of Chapel Hill
Church Fverv one IS invited.
Its Later Than You Think .  . . . Fulton Should
Organize A Civilian Defense Unit At Once
There are times when our own wor-
ries become so complicated that we
dismiss them from our mind and con-
centrate on matters that make our
worries seem of no significance at all.
Here of late we -have been doing some
first class worrying about what would
happen if suddenly, with no warning
and out of the sky, Ws cold- war
would suddenly erupt into a fighting
war and an enemy attack should strike
at our railroad installations here.
What would happen? Just what
would happen? In our most optimis-
- tic "visions we can see bedlam, con-
fusion, a frantic community obliterat-
ed with not a hope for salvation.
This thought is not an idle one with
us. It is not an idle one in thousands of
communities in America. We know,
because we saw first hand the pre-
parations that these big towns and
little ones have made for just such
an enemy attack.
On our recent trip through the
East we were amazed and yet grati-
fied to see the efficiency with which
the Civilian Defense groups have pre-
pared for attack. We drove along
miles and miles of highway where we
saw signs: "In case of enemy attack
this highway for civilians only." A-
gain we saw buildings with the de-
signation: "This is an emergency
hospital in case of enemy attack."
Somewhere else we saw: "This is a
food shelter for civilians only in case
of enemy attack."
Everything, everYwhere seemed so
efficiently planned and maintained
that surely the people living in those
areas feel a sense of security and
safety.
Perhaps we have become more a-
ware of the grave necessity for taking
precautions in case of an attack since
we have been spending most of our
time at Station WFUL. Just recently
we were notified by the Kentucky
Broadcasters Association that on July
20 the normal operations of the sta-
tin will be suspended in order for us
to participate in a nation-wide pro-
gram in case of enemy attack.
The responsiblity that is to be ours
in the event of such disaster frightens
us because we feel we will have solittle help from Civilian Defense or-ganization in this city and surround-ing area. As far as we know, little or
nothing has been done here to per-fect an orderly system of evacuationin the event the enemy decides that
crippling the local railroad yards willbe to their advantage._ 
_
Believe us, its later than you thinkto get started on perfecting a Civil-ian Defense organization here. The
reports from Washington about in-
creased appropriations for defense,
an accelerated program of drafting
men into the service, and keeping in
tip-top order the Reserve Corps of
this Nation is not being done to make
the headlines. The historic statement:
"In times of peace prepare for war,"is being put into motion in many com-
munities in America. And yet, here we
are within shouting distance from one
of the most important enemy targetsin the United States and we live bli-
thely on from day to day believing "it
cant happen here."
Almost weekly we get releases from
the Civilian Defense Corps in Wash-ington asking us to cooperate with thelocal committee in a program of ed-
ucation to civilians,in the event of a
guided missle attack on Fulton. Each
week we wonder to ourselves . . . is
there such an organization here.
Maybe we are alarmists, maybe
our worries are lessening and we're
looking- for something to worry about,
maYbe we ought to quit reading the
newspapers . . . . Maybe we ought
to forget our participation in the Na-
tion-wide Conelrad Radio alert andjust charge the whole thing off to
folks wanting to _play vona_and -ob-
bera with atomic bombs.
But on the other hand, maybe we
have a very serious problem on our
hands in not urging, week after week,
that city officials, veterans groups and
civic organizations begin today to or-
ganize a Civilian Defense Crops. May-
be it may never be needed, but then
again if it is needed 
 none of
us will ever regret the effort expend-
ed in having organized it.
The "Rump" Convention
CountY politics was treated to a
sight last Saturday it had not seen in
many years when a segment of the
convention in Hickman walked out
and held a convention of their own.
A lot of people up there in the
Courthouse didn't know what was go-
ing on, and probably still don't, but
the tactic was practiced widely by
both sides of the Democratic fence
last weekend. In fact there were a
number of "rump" conventions held
by Chandlerite factions in the First
district, but Fulton County alone held
a pro-Clements walkout.
The number of people who walk
out isn't too important either. Not too
many years ago, in Kentucky, three
walked out of a convention of around
200, conducted their own proceedings
and were recognized as official by the
State convention. It's all in who con-
trols the credentials committee for the
State cpnvention. If McCracken County
had succeeded in going pro-Clements,
the First District would have there-
upon become pro-Clements and Ful-
tton County's 'rump' convention would
likely have been admitted as the of-
ficial delegation in the District meet-
ing.
That 'if', of course, is a big word.
Last week's proceedings were predicat-
ed on 'if' . . . and 'if' didn't pan out.
The walk-out, by the way, was bas-
ed on a point of order that isn't
straightened up yet. Saturday's voting
notwithstanding.
Almost any fairly good excuse is
enough to hold a walkout and a 'rump'
convention, but the Fulton County
group had a very good one: the alleg-
ed chairman of the County Democratic
executive committee (who officially
called the convention in the name of
the Democratic Party of Fulton Coun-
ty) is believed to be holding office il-
legally.
The rules of the Democratic Party
in Kentucky specifically state that "no
business of the County Committee
shall be transacted" unless there is
a quorum present IN PERSON . . and
at the two meetings held to elect a
chairman to fill out the unexpired
term of the late Justin Attebery after
his death, a quorum could not be mus-
tered either time. At the time, we
understand, there was considerable
consternation, but apparently it was
thought to have been forgotten.
But, so much for that. All good De-
mocrats will be expected to forget
their differences today and bend their
backs to the job ahead . . . that of
electing two good Democrats to the
positions of U. S. Senators from Ken-
tucky. We repeat: two good men.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
Why Worship God?
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
HOW DO YOU think of God?
Do you think of God as Someone
on a throne who sulks and pouts and
becomes angry if YOU do not worship
and glorify Him, and Who is happy
and grateful to you when you go to
Church and pray to Him?
IF YOU DO, then you cannot un-
derstand why you  should worship
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God. Let me explain.
The word "worship" is a contrac-
tion of "worth-ship." It is a manifes-
tation of the worth in whichwe hold
another person. When you applaud
an actor on the stage, or a returning
hero, you are "worshipping" him.
Now to worship God means to ack-
nowledge in some way His Worth,
His Power, His Goodness, and His
Truth.
BUT DOES GOD need our wor-
ship? We have a duty to worship
God, not because He will be imper-
fect and unhappy if we do not, but
because we will be imperfect and un-
happy.
If you are a father, do you notlike to receive a penny chocolate from
your boy? Why do you value it more
than a box of Corona Coronas from.
'your insurance agent? If you are a
mother, does not your heart find a
greater jay in a handful of yellow
dandelions from your little daughter,
than in a bouquet of roses from a din-
ner guest?
STRICTLY,BUSINESS by McFisatfars
*Let's see now, one light bulb, that'll be 16 cents . . .
anything else? TV set? Refrigerator? Range?
Washing machine?"
MODEL RAILROADING
Recently we had the pleasure
of visiting a real model railroad
layout in Fulton, and last week
were presented 10 shares.- of
stock in the system and an an-
nual pass good itintil—tho--year
2000.
Te layout is owned and op-
erated by Otis Norman and
Stanley Norman and is located
in the garage behind the Nor-
man home on Pearl Street . . .
and it is open for operatioons
just about every Friday. when
I.. C. employee Stanley is in Ful-
ton from his home in Beaver
Dam.
While the trackage is not too
extensive, the rolling stock is
of the old, almost-extinct Stand-
ard gauge, and the giant locomo-
tives and large cars (to our no-
tion) are a lot more fun than
the tiny little gauges that are in
such common Ilar by other
fans. Stanley spends endles,
hours building, planning and
running his system, and if you
can catch him back in the ga-
rage some Friday you'll get a
big kick out of the whole thing
too.
The 10 shares of stock, by the
way, are described in the fine
print as being "a doubtful docu-
ment having no value" and the
back of the annual pass states
that, among other conditions,
"passengers complaining o f
slowness of trains will be re-
quired to get off and push"
and "passengers heard to make
such remarks as 'cute' or 'play-
ing with trains' will receive our
best sneer from the nearest em-
ployee."
• • • •
MODERN SPEED??
International Business Ma-
chines Corp proud of their ef-
ficiency announced last week in
a general news release to all
papers that they recently moved
the world's biggest electric type-
writer factory 30 miles in 10
hours overnight and didn't miss
a day of production. Next day
operations were 8% faster in the
hew plant (Kingston. N. Y.)
than in the old one at Pough-
keepsie.
Now that's a pretty good trick,
but the ole Minois Central
Railroad pulled one twice as
good as that in half the time,
forty or so years ago. In the
short space of about four hours,
the I. C. narrowed the gauge on
the entire main line of the sys-
tem from Cairo to New Orleans,
from wide gauge to today's
standard gauge.
IBM, by the way, has an-
nounced a gigantic new indust-
trial plant to be located in Lex-
ington, Kr . right away.
WHERE:11_1T GO?
Some weeks ago this area was
startled to learn that a big manu-
facturing plant Was figuring on
locating _either on the north side
of union CRY—or on the north
side of Mayfield, but couldn't
quite make up its mind which
to choose. Since the actual an-
nouncement of fact, nary is word
has been heard a-tall
• • • •
HAVE YOU HEARD?
Last week Congress passed a
bill authorizing crtidual con-
struction Of a basic 41,000-mile
national super-highway network
. .. adding 1000 miles more than
had been originally planned
With all of the verbal outcry for
adding US 51 between Cairo and
Memphis, before the bill was
passed, we have been wonder-
ing if possibly that stretch was
included in the extra mileage
So far haven't heard, and am
wondering if any of you readers
have.
There are, of course, good rea-
sons for and against such a
thru-way on this side of the riv-
er. The good reasons would be
that we would have a readily-
accessible supper-highway right
near us but .
The bad reasons include the
fact that a super-highway right
near us would probably drain
off all the present tourist traf
tic and truck traffic since it
would by-pass all towns, in-
cluding ours It is questionanle
whether such a route would be
more to the advantage of US 51
communities than a widening, 4-
lane program serving the pre-
sent route of US 51, and provid-
ing city-limits-to-city-limits ac-
cess such as all communities
now enjoy.
To be frankly personal about
it, if US 45 and US 51 were wicl•
ened to four lanes each, as the
Tennessee Commissioner of
Highways says they will, and if
they retained the same identical
routing they now have, which
again is most likely. Fulton
would be much better served to
have these two fine routes in-
stead of any "thru-way." In that
manner Ftilton would retain its
growing status as a key high-
way hub for many, many years
to come.
We are assuming, of course,
that Kentucky would be on the
ball and provide the same 4-
lane widening program for its
stretches of 51 and 45. Again
we presume that this would be
accomplished, since the Federal
bill allotted considerable funds
for each state to use, within its
own boundaries, on a 50-50 co-
operative basis.
FROM THE FILES:—
TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
JULY 10, 1931
A disastrous tire in the busi-
ness district of the city at noon,
July 4, heavily damaged Homra
Brothers stock of merchandise
and the double store building
they occupied on Lake street,
next to the City National Bank
building.
However the fire company was
quickly on the job after the
alarm was given, and by hard
work saved adjoining property
and a good part of the Homra
stock.
The Art Style Dress Company,
manufactures of Youthful Dress-
es, are now in their new home,
occupying the three-story build-ing erected for the American Ci-gar factory, on Fourth Street.
The Company was organized
several weeks ago by prominentlocal citizens and incorporated
under the state law of Kentucky,
with the following officers: IraW. Little, president; S. C. Smith
vice-president; A. M. Nugent,
treasurer; W B. Puckett, secre-
tary and sales manager; .1. 0.
Wiggins, general manager
Fifteen or twenty are em-
ployed in the plant now and this
number will probably be doubled
at an early date.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Bell an-
nounces the marriage of their
daughter, Reba, to Mr James
Cummings, on Sunday evening,
June twenty-eight, Fulton, Ky
• • • •
W. M. Hill and Sons. Fulton
contractors and brick manufac-
turers were awarded the con-
tract this week by the Kentucky.
Utilities Company for building
their cold storage plant at the
new yards of the Illinois Cen-
tral banana tracks.
The cold storage building will
be 40 x100 feet, constructed of
wood and cork with all conven-
iences required for storing and
handling ice in large quantities.
• • • •
At the meeting of the city
council Monday night Clint
Reeds, well known local citizen,
was elected to fill out the unex-
pired term of W. P. McAdams,
who recently moved to Paducah.
To be able to fill leisure in-
telligently is the last product of
civilization.
PR ES. JOHNSON
GETS NEW CAR
The first new business ear
make its appearance on the 1111
noir) Central in 39 years recently
w a a completed at Burnside
Shop. As "New No. 1," the (5r
will be used by President
Wayne A. Johnston. Old No I
formerly used by the presidei,t
has been changed to No. 9.
Except for the new car, the
eight business cars lISPCI by Illi-
nois Central officers in trips
over the property range in age
from 39 to 73 years.
Toc paralytic polio attack rate
among vaccinated children in 22
qatrs, most of whom had had
only one injection, was only ti 3
per 100,000. Among the unvac-
cinated children the attack rate
was 29.2 per 100.000.
'Mb
Harr hriatian
Science Heals _
"HEALTH REGAINED BY
DISCOVERING GOD"
WIPIT 1210 se.) ihusaay la cat
VALUE DAYS AT
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
SWIM TRUNKS
2.95 to 3.95 value — — NOW 195
 lk 750
SWIM SETS
7.95 value 
 
4.95 to 7.95
3.95 value 
 
2.25 to 5.00
NOW 595
LOAFER SUCKS
 NOW 195
 tk 495
WALKING SHORTS
NOW 195
SPORT SHIRTS
 NOW 145 to
 395
MEN'S SOCKS
55c values — — — — NOW 4 PR FOR 100
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
MAIN STREET
JULY 5-6-7 are
FULTON VALUE DAYS AT
300 Walnut Street Fulton Phone 243
98`
Refrigerator water pitchers, $2.70 values
(Non
-breakable press sides fills the glass)
Salad Set, wrought iron with server, $1.49 val. 100
Ice Bucket with ice tongs
Thermos jugs
Gym Dandy gym sets, a ws, up
rS, up
Power mower, 22
-inch Rotary, 21 2 hp 4-cycle Clin-ton Engine with recoil starter; compare at $99.95
98`
179, up
Gym Dandy slides
dandy buy
'79"
Terry cloth foam rubber cushions, $2.89 val
Zipper lined, removable Cover
Wrench set, 5
-piece open-end; $2.29 val.
Ice cream freezer; 6
-qt White Mountain;
Regular $16.95
22
1 3 9
les
Values Galore ... Throughout the store!
•
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INED BY
GOD"
SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities
I just wonder if you have U. Kitchen and see the wonder-
thought how wonderful the fUl results of an electric fry
electric skillet' is? With an elec-
tric akillet you an- try and conk
at the correct, automatically
controlled heat every time.
These hot days it is wonderful
to take it out on the porch or
In the yard and cook.
With an electric fry pan you
can be sure of your results be-
cause of the control heat. Mon-
day morning all the dealers in
town, who sell Electric skillets
were invited to come to our K.
LATEST RECORDS
Leading Brands in Popular Hell-
gious, Hillybilly, Rhythm, Blues
CITY ELECTRIC
205 Commercial Phone 481
pan. I cooked pancakes for
twenty, two and served them all
crisp and 'hot. You ladies that
cook know that is a hard job to
do without getting them to
brown or soggy.
Not only frying can you do
with an electric skillet but it is
most useful for the hurry-up
taking. It turns out debcious
coffee cake, brownies, upside
down cakes, cottage puddings
and light fluffy cakes from your
own recipe or the package cakes
mixes. Either the glass or metal
cover may be used in making,
but better heat distribution is
obtained with the metal cover,
thus a slightly better results.
Another surprizing use is de-
frosting frozen foods. Place un-
opened package of frozen foods
on inverted pie pan or rack and
set dial at about '220. Remove as
soon as defrosted and cook at
once.
It is also nice to keep rolls
hot. Put rolls in the electric pan
cover and set dial at 180. Place
rolls on rack or trivet
Don't forget to try baking cup
custards Arrange cups in boil-
ing water Turn dial to 200 cov-
er, bake 45 minutes or until a
knife inserted in center comes
out clean.
You can see for an all around
cooking you can't beat an elec-
tric skillet
• TUCKPOINTING
• ROOF PAINTING
• BUILT-UP ROOFS
• CONCRETE DRIVES and WALKS
FREE ESTIMATES
Only new Tast-Sweet Cottage Cheese gives you
both ... a sweet, creamy better-tasting Cottage
Cheese, low in fat for slimmer waist-lines, BUT
FULL of energy-giving proteins. Your whole
family will ask for more Tast-Sweet Cottage
Cheese.
(Left to right): Carol Ann Luther, 9, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Luther, Cedar Street, Fultoo and granddaughter
of Mrs. Hettie Reiss; Bud Byars, 2, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Byars, Fulton, and grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Easley
and Mrs. Ed Byars; Bonnie Weeks, 10, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Weaks, Jr. Fulton, and granddaughter of Mrs. .Ella Bra-
shears and Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Weeks, Sr. of Murray.
(Left, group, I to 1): Jimmie Morgan, 4, and Robby Mor-
gan, 2, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Morgan, former Eultonians,
and David Lee Forrest, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Forrest,
Fulton. All three are grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Forrest of Fulton. (Right Group, I to r) Linda, Janet and
Jack Snow, ages 8, 5 and 3 respectively, children of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Snow of Fulton and grandchildren of Mr, and
Mrs. Guy Duley and Mrs. Harvey CaktwelL
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
DISCUSSED "MENTAL
HEALTH PROBLEMS"
An interesting talk was given
on "Mental Health Problems"
by Mrs J. B Raffety at the
June meeting of the Fulton
Homemakers Club One of the
man points brought out was "Be
sure to learn how to live with
yourself"
Mrs. Harry Allison reporte4
three master readers in the_elu
and made a talk on "Am I De-
pendable"
Work day was set for finishing
wooden trays and bowls, Mon-
day. July 2. at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at 10.00
o'clock.
Plans were made for a family
picnic to be held July 25 at 6 30
at the city park.
Mrs. Edgar Provine, recrea-
tion leader led two songs and
games.
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence gave the
landscape lesson on garden in-
sects and diseases.
Officers were nominated for
the corning year they are as fol-
low: President, Mrs. Jack Al-
len; Secretary, Mrs Halford
Milstead; Treasurer, Mrs. A. S.
Johnson: Publicity chairman,
Mrs. Robert Oliver; Recreation
leader, Mrs.- Edgar Provine.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess Mrs. G. C. Richard-
son to eleven members and one
visitor, Mrs. Harold Holladay.
The club appreciated the use of
the Kentucky Utilities building
for the meeting.
CEDAR HILL HOMEMAKERS
ENJOYED THEIR MEETING
PAINTING WOODEN TRAYS
The painting of wooden trays
was the major lesosn, for the
Cedar Hill Homemakers Club at
their regular meeting, June 20.
Mrs. Carl Yates, craft leader,
and Miss Irma Hamilton, Home
Demonstration agent, taught the
making of trays to the mem-
bers Several trays were painted
during the meeting.
Mrs. Carl Yates gave the
Landscape notes.
The club met with Mrs. Jack
Coltharp with all members
present.
Mrs. Virgil Arnett, Mrs. Nel-
son Neely, Misses Ludella Mc-
Kenzie and Nedra Gail Carter
were visitors.
The club adjourned to meet
in July with Mrs. C. H. John-
son.
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY THREE LESSONS
AT JITNE MEETING
Three interesting lessons were
presented to the Palestine
Homemakers Club at their June
meeting at t h e Community
House.
Mrs Percy King, landscape
leader, stated June is the most
important month for ornamen-
tal flowers. Then she explained
now  is the time to trim  ever-
greens, dust for red spiders and
bag worm, and most important
of all be sure plants and shrubs
get enough water.
Mrs. Harry Murphy and Mrs.
Lon Brown gave the reading
lesson Mrs Murphy stated club
members had read a total of 62
books for the year. Mrs Brown
read a thought provoking arti-
cle "A Challenge to Kentucky
Homemakers" by Nesius.
Mental Health was the major
lesson and was presented by
Mrs. Percy King and Mrs Clyde
Burnette. They discussed caus-
e's, treatments and ways to pre-
vent mental illness.
Mrs. Roy Bard, reading from
Proverbs 3:1-6, presented the
Devotional. , She also read the
poem "Men Who Win" by Edgar
L. Jones and closed with prayer.
A song "Tell- Me Why" was
sung and a ball game "Over and
Under" was played in an enjoy-
able recreation period led by
Mrs. Hillman Collier.
Mrs. Frank Stroud, president,
presided. over the business ses-
sion during which many plans
for the coming year were dis-
cussed.
Fifteen members and Mrs.
Bertha McCleod. Home Agent,
were present at the meeting and
Mrs. Eva Caldwell and Mrs. M.
B. Brown were hostesses.
Happy Birthday: July 5; Mrs.
Clarice Thorpe, Lucy Daniel,
Harvey Maddox; July 6: Bobby
Bowles, Mrs. Ruby Neisler; July
7: Tommy Gatlin, Ginger Cut-
ler, Billy Hornra, Miss Ella
Rankin; July 8: Mrs. F. D. Phil-
lips, DeLewis Polsgrove, Dee
Ann Hitchcock; July 9 Gwinn
Pirecy, G. B. Butterworth, J. E.
McNatt Mrs. Norman Terry,
Louise Norman, Mrs. Ray Fields,
Mrs. H. K. Bowlen, Walter
Mischke, Sr.; July 10: Mrs. Ern-
est Fall Jr Dale Cummings;
July 11: Mrs. G. S. McDade,
Cathy Cash, Jake Huddleston,
Mrs. J. H. Patterson Jr.
The third or "booster" polio
shot should be given anytime af-
ter seven months.
April 19, 1792—KENTUCKY'S FIRST CONSTITUTION ADOPTED
It took a special committee only five days to prepare
Kentucky's first constitution and present it to the 45
delegates assembled at Danville. The next day, April
19, the Constitution Was adopted. Another committee
selected Frankfort as the permanent site for the
Capital. The delegates also elected Isaac Shelby as
Kentucky's first governor, and he was inaugurated
June 1, 1792, at Lexington.
In Kentucky's historic past, just as today, many of
our citizens have always enjoyed a ghee; of beer. The
brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of our
residents. The sale of beer under orderly conditions
is an important objective of the United States
Brewers; Foundation. Our continuing educational
program helps beer retailers maintain their high
standards.
.01
KENTUCKY DIVISION, U.S BREWERS FOUNDATION
(Last Week)
June McKinney entertained
friends with an ice cream supper
at her home Saturday evening.
Mary Ann William's dinner
guests, Friday evening were, Mrs.
Carol Lasiter, Mrs. Joe Pat
James, Reddy and Patty Bonner
all of Murray.
Dorthy Young's sister, Mrs.
Calvin McCloe and baby of St.
Louis visited our office Satur-
day night.
Little Gary Faulkner enjoyed
laughing and splashing with his
family at Reelfoot Lake, Friday.
We're glad to have Nancy
Gore back to work after an un-
welcome stay in Haws Memorial
Hospital.
Carol Humphrey's m other
Mrs. Riley Alexander is im-
proving nicely in the Fulton
Hospital after inidergoing major
surgery.
Mrs. Alonzo Rogers is conve-
lacing at home after a week's
stay in the Fulton Hospital.
Joyce McDade is a patient in
Jones Hospital.
Mrs. Harold Beard is resting
nicely in Fulton Hospital after
teldergaing major surgery last
week.
To each and every one of our
friends and loved ones who are
ill, we send a cheery get well
message. 
Mary Frances Roberts, Caro-
lyn Roberts, June McKinney,
Joan Owensby, and Sara Ross
enjoyed a trip to Reelfoot Lake
last week.
Virginia Forrest attended the
Coke party honoring bride-elect
Shirley Easley, Friday.
We are thrilled to the bone
for Bobbie and Charles Brown
who have recently purchased a
lovely new home in the Con-
naughton addition, and for Hel-
en and Wilburn Allen who are
building a beautiful new home
in Country Club Courts.
Marion Lee Oliver, Janie Bar-
ber, Monette and Ward Bushart
enjoyed bathing and basking at
the Union City Pool, Thurs-
day.
Afterwards, Janie and Marion
Lee visited infant Wilma Cloys
in the Obion County Hospital
'56 State Fair Will
Be At New Center
"The 1956 Kentucky State
Fair, September 7-15, will be the
biggest event of its kind ever
held in this part of the country,"
J. Dan Baldwin, fair manager,
said here this week.
One out of every six Ken-
tuckians are expected to attend
the history making fair, open-
ing event of the state's new $16,-
000,000 Fair and Exposition Cen-
ter. The Center is the largest
project of its kind in the world.
It is located southeast of down.
town Louisville. .
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201 FULTON
Hearing Aid Batteriesi
Complete Line
/
For eV makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Hearing- Aid Depart-
ment at your first opportunity.
CITY DRUG "CO:-
NS Lake Street Phase 70
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Wilma is back home now, and
we're glad to see her smiling and
cooing once again.
Happy birthday, Monet& Bus-
hart and Hazel Clark.
Eunice Seath's visitors Wed-
nesday and Thursday were Mr.
Wm. R. Seath Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Gilliland and children,
Doug, Janice, Dickie, and Tim-
'tile, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mickey
and children, Kenneth, Linda,
and Larry all of Centerville,
Iowa.
Congratulations to Hazel
Clark who received her 5-year
service pin Friday and to Doris
Winfrey who received her ten-
year service pin.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber and
Jimmy visited Janie Barber,
Sunday, ,
Monette an Ward Bushart
have moved from the Gregory
Apt. on Walnut to the Rudd Apt.
Sylvia and Jimmy Yates are
now living in a lovely home in
Pilot Oak,
Anna Bizzle, Hazel Clark and
Eunice Seath went to Reelfoot
Lake Friday. That night Anna
Bizzle treated them with home
made ice cream at Eunice's
home.
Marion Oliver and Charles
Wray entertained the neighbors
of Mr. and Mrs. Clearance Oliv-
er with a delightful fish fry,
Saturday night.
Tune to WFUL For Local News
No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE — WE NEVER CLOSE
With the first slice of bacon or the first egg you cook in the automatic elec-
tric skillet, you'll know you've found an electric helper which will make your cook-
ing easier, and foods tastier and more flavorful.
The secret is controlled heat. Set the temperature you want and the food
is cooked to perfection, automatically. You'll use your electric skillet every day
the year 'round. It's great for meals on the porch and patio, too.
S (_
•
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COUNTY 4-H'ERS
GET MANY HONORS
AT DAWSON SPRING Furtecal services were held I
Linda Arrington
Receives Higest
Award Of County
Forty-four Fulton county 4-H
Club members attended 4-H
camp at Dawson Springs, Ky.
from June 25 to June 30. Eigh-
teen boys and twenty six, girls
made up the 44.
Four counties-Graves, Mar-
shall, Calloway and Fulton made
up the 265 who attended the
camp.
Fulton county received its
share of the awards given:
Nancy Shuff and Rita Thomp-
son received Junior Star camp-
ers ribbons: Marilyn Butler re-
ceived the Senior Stir Camper
ribbon: Maurice Carr..Bondurant
was winner in the beginning
swimmers class; Bobby Shuff
was winner in the Junior Cast-
ing class. He received fishing
line as a prize; Marilyn Butler
placed second in the Senior
casting class and won as her
prize, fishing line; Elaine But-
lea anol. Freddie Slead were
awardeorthe Bronze Star Camp-
er Medal.
Linda Arrington was awarded
the Silver Star Camper Medal
which was the highest
award Fulton County received.
Three members from each
county served on the Junior
Council. Those from Faton
County were: Marilyn Butler,
Freddie Sleild and Linda Ar-
rington.
Soule of the outstanding ac-
tivities that were put on were:
The Cookout, the candle light-
ing service and the talent show.
Fulton County was represented
in the talent show with Linda
Arrington doing an impersona-
tion of Minnie Pearl.
Everyone enjoyed the stay at
camp and are looking forward
to next year's camp.
Whether or not a black cat
crossing your path is bad luck
depends partly on whether you
are a man or a mouse.
-Changing Times
If you have been badly
wronged, forgive and forget; God
will recompense this wrong,
and punish, more severely than
you could, him who has striven
to injure you. -Mary Eddy
Friday afternoon, June 29, at 2,
at the Pulaski Baptist Church
with burial in the Villa Ridge,
DI. cemetery. With Crain Fu-
neral Home of Pulaski in charge.
Mrs. Aldrich died Thursday
night about 11, at Jones Hos-
pital. after a few weeks illness
She had been making her,
home with her daughter, Mrs.
0. R. Bowles at 301 Fourth Street ;
in Fulton for the past several!
years.
She was•born April 4, 1834 in
Illinois, daughter of the late
Henry and Emily WIllard Wie-
meyer. She was a mefnber of the
Baptist Church.
Besides her daughter here,
rhe leaves two grandsons, R. W.
Bowles of Fulton and Robert
Bowles of the U. S. Army, and
t w o granddaughters, Diedra
Lynn Bowlets and Susan Ann
Bowles.
MRS. MARY SHARON
Mrs. Mary Pempie Sharon, 79,
died Tuesday morning, July 3, '
at 3 at the home of her son, Al-
vin Burton, near Murray. She
had been in ill health for sev-
eral years.
Mrs. Sharon was born in
Weakley County, the daughter:
of the late Hilman and Susan
Winstead Walker. Her husband,
George Sharon, preceded her in
death two years ago.
She leaves four sons, Alvin
Burton of Murray, Tommy Bur-
ton of Palmersville, by a former
marriage. Algie Sharon of De-
troit, and Fred Sharon of Gains-
burg, Tenn.:---a-- brother,- Rip
Walker of Martin; and one sis-
ter, Mrs. Emma Barton of Pal-
mersville.
She was a member of the New
Hope Baptist Church.
Funeral services were held at
the New Hope Baptist Church,
Thursday afternoon at 2:30. The
Rev. Norman Culpepper officiat-
ed, assisted by the Rev. Arthur
Wilkerson. Burial was in the
church cemetery, under direc-
tion of Jackson Brothers Funeral
Home of Dukedom.
THE WHITE SOX: (top royk , I to James
ett. Ronny Wioston, John Shepherd. Hugh
row. I to Jackie Carter, Mikes Faulkner,
Williams and Danny McGuire.
Mills, Tommy Pru-
Fa ut k ne r bottom
Butch -nine, Larry
THE CARDS: (top row, 1 to r Jimmy Williams, Ladd Stokes,Curtis Hancock, David Fry, Mikey Calliham: (bottom row.I to Norman Freeman, Jimmy Yates, Johnny Covington andEddie Bell.
Money ih only one ingredient
of life's secret of happiness.
Whoever is responsible for
it. we congratulate him on his
whittling down of V. M. Mo-
lotov.
Ticket-Order Coupon
ILPERNESS rOAP
"The best thing that hos happenod to Kontocky since Hy* firs/hors* roce"....Th• Courier-Journal
8:15 CDT Nightly Except Sundays Through Sept. is,
INDIAN FORT THEATER
on Ky. 21, Berea, Ky.
- Please sen e the following
tickets for Wilderness Road:
 
 at $3.00 each _
 
 at $2.50 each -
Date preference:
FIRST choice 
Nome
AddresS City 
Atak• check payable to Berito Colleg•Mail your Order to Wilderness Road, Berea, Ky.
 '11111
LONE OAK CLUB CHOOSE
GARDEN AS THE BEST
The Lone Oak club met at the
Center for the regular meeting,
June 27, with nine members and
two visitors, Mrs. Zue Webb and
Miss Babb were present.
The meeting was called to or-
der by the president, Mrs. Beth-
ell. Song, "Let The Rest Of The
World Go By," was led by Valda
Puckett. The devotional was
given by Wilma Choates.
Roll call was answered by
naming "my favorite frozen
food and how to prepare it."
Minutes of the last meeting were
read and the treasurer's report
was given.
Old and new business was dis-
cussed. Joyce Brown was in
charge of the recreation period
and Evie Cashon was winner
in the contest.
Miss Odom was present her
demonstration was consumer
Education. With hints on pur-
chasing foods, clothing and home
supplies.
In the garden tour six gar-
dens were visited and checked.
Winnie Cunnindharn's garden
was voted the best.
Jo's Notebook
(Continued from page 1)
goats so a job could be kept.
Albertrov, you made us love
you . . . but we didn't want to
do it.
But shucks, folks, we're all
Comrades in the great party of
the peepul . . just keep your
TV and radio -dial set for Chi-
cago in August . . you just
can't hardly tell what Happy
will do no more.'
We've got our rubles on him
to win, place or show at the
Chicago Derby.
Kentucky's worst poliomyeli-
tis epidemic year was 1952,
when 1,762 cases were reported.
THURS-FRI-SAT SPECIAL FOR FULTON BARGAIN DAYS !
9-Piece Living Room
MODERN 1-PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITE
(With Sofa-bed;
 
 plus 
Two "Step" end tables
Matching Coffee table
Two table lamps
One floor lamp
One wool rug
choice of several colors)
REGULAR RETAIL
PRICE: $191.60
You Pay $149.00
Save $48.60
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
MASONIC BLDG. WALNUT STREET PHONE 201
CRUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS
PLAN TO MAKE STRAW HATS
AND PURSES AT WORK DAY
The Crutchfield Homemakers
enjoyed a good meeting at the
Lod geson Community House
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Eugene Douglas gave the
devotion. Mrs. Leroy Beard
showed the beautiful black
straw purse and hat that she
made. The club ..,members voted
to have Mrs. Leroy Beard order
a hank of natural colored straw
for the members to make hats
and purses. A work day will be
planned later for the making
of the purses.
Mrs. Ray Milton Taylor con-
ducted the recreation. Everyone
al ways takes part and enjoys
the games and songs
Mrs. Roy Milton Taylor and
her family are moving to Birm-
ingham, Ala. this week. We are
sorry to lose a good member
who hasn't missed a meeting in
the five years that she has been
a member. However, we hope
that she'll be moving back to
our community in a few months.
Mrs. D. J. Murchison gave the
lesson on "Mental Health." A
few points that she stressed
were "Parents can help their
children to be mentally healthy
by permitting the child to make
some decisions for themselves."
"The adolescents should be giv-
en some responsibilities. Don't be
a parent who tried to make ev-
erything ,easy for the child."
The club will have their an-
nual picnic at the Lodgeton
Community House at seven
o'clock, July 20.
The next meeting will be in
August
New Park Open
Now At Reelfoot
Ralph Burrus, ,park superin-
tendent of the Reelfoot lake state
park, announced a new picnic
ground between the Spillway
and Blue Bank now open.
Known as park Number Two,
the grounds have about 45 ta-
bles, playground equipment con-
sisting of slides and swings, and
ponies for the children.
•
"Hot Flashes Stopped
or strikingly relieved
In 63-80%* of cases in doctors' tests
• If you're miserable
from the "hot
flashes," and accom-
panying irritable,
restless feelings of
"change of life" -
you may be suffering
unnecessarily!
•Por ...in tests by
doctors . . . Lydia
Pinkham's Com-
pound and Tablets
brought relief from
such functionally-
caused suffering to
63^, and 80% (respectively, of the
women tested! Complete or striking
retie/ I
Yes! Research has proved these
medicines thoroughly modern In
action . . has shown you where to
look for relief from those distressing,
nervous. "out of sorts" feelings of
mid-life "change"!
Bo ... get Lydia E. Pinktuun's Vege-
table Compound--or new. improved
Tablets with added Irani (Wonder-
ful, too, for the functional pains of
menstrual periods.)
asurnmegh a woman' •
servese muss.
MOW* anent seem,
- paid "lame wort
MANY STUDENTS IN Irtn. Lynville, Ky. -
I Joan Lee Kingston, 296
• AREA MAKE HONOR From Lois M___wentli!fure, 2.47; Claude
omas Reid, 2.12.Th 
ROLL AT MURRAY From Wingo, ,Geraldine Pritchard, 284).
From Cayce-
Rebecca Louise McMurray,
3.00.
From Crutchfield-
Gertrude M.. Veatch 1 00
Three From Fulton
Earn Perfect Record
For Second Semester
NEW UK PRESIDENT-Dr. Frank
G. Dickey. Dean of the University this area, by home towns:
of Kentucky College a Education • -
has been named firth President ol 1t'rum Fulton--
A total ef 442 students made
the spring semester honor roll
at Murray State College The
list, just released by the office
of the registrar, shows that 92
made a perfect 3 standing.
A standing Of 2 2 is required
in order to be on the honor roll
In computing averages, A is 3.;
B. 2.; C. 1.; D. O.; and -I
The honor roll of students in
READY SOON
The 1956 Farmers' Tax Guide
ia being prepared and will be
shipped out in November, the
Federal Agncitlhiral Extensi,r,
Service says.
Rot-
the Uni•er•ity by the Kmird 01 Burns Davis, 250; Mary Ann MgTrusters. Dr. Dickey tSIIl succeed
Dr. ti. L. 11.11fina•an, Pre•ident tut . 2118; Anne Ruth Linton.Carl Kennth McMurray,the past is sears, 00 SVI.t. 1. 2 64;33: Roma Arminta Satterfield, gala& I
,.1 00: Jack Ramsey Snow. 3.004
Jean Humble, William j„ ,q„,, vo,.,,.1, in. 2 66: aOpal P. Pursell, 3 00; Victors
Foster Married At
Water Valley July 2nd
On Monday, July 2. Mrs. Jean
Humble of Water Valley became
the bride of William N. Foster
of Detroit. Michigan in a cere-
mony at the Missionary Baptist
Church at Water Valley. Tire
Pastor. Rev Roy Sheppard. per-
formed the rites.
Attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Elzo Foster. Following the wed-
ding, the couple left on a trip
to the East Coast. They will
make their home in Detroit
HOSPITAL
 NEWS
The following wi-re patients
in the local hospitals Thursday
;morning.
Fulton Hospital-
Mrs. M. L. Davis, Fulton; Mrs.
Fannie Montgomery, Hickman;
Mr. Nathan Puckett, Fulton;
Mrs. L M. Milner, Rt 3 ninon;
Mr. Bailey Roberts. Fulton; Mrs.
James D Miller. Hickman: Bar-
ry Adams, Fulton* Miss Mary
Swann Bushart, Fulton; Bobby
Joe Goodwin, Fulton; Albert
Atkins, Fulton; Gail Atkins,
Fulton; Rev. Ralph Champion,
Water Valley; Mrs W. B.
Thompson, Rt 4, Fulton; Lath-
er Pickens, Wingo; Mrs. R. V.
Putman, Sr., Fulton; B B.
Stephenson, Fulton; Mr Jack
Fields. Rt 1, Fultois: Mrs. W.
A. Robertson, Fulton; Mrs. Dal-
ton Yates, Fulton; Tommy Rey-
nolds, Clinton.
Jones Hospital-
Mrs. C. M. Wright, Mrs. Eliza-
beth Payne, Mrs C. D Lovelace,
and Mrs. W. B. Lancaster all of
Fulton and Mrs. William Turner
and baby, Dresden, 
-
Haws. Memorial-
J. C.. McMillin, Rt. 3, Martin:
Mrs. John Cavender and bay,
Martin; Jim Brockwell, Mrs.
Walter Bell, Floyd Winston, Mrs.
Milton Counce, Mrs. Lundy
Reed, Dave Winfrey, and Mrs.
Calvin Counsell and baby all of
Fulton; Mrs. Ernest Madding,
Route 4, Fulton; Fred Wade,
Crutchfield.
Nothing is so oppressive as a
secret. It is difficult for ladies
to keep it long; and I know, in
this matter, a good number of
men who are women.
-'Fontaine.
The three things most diffi2
cult are-to keep a secret, toforget an injury, and to makegood use of leisure.
-Child
!Jerry Byars Thomas, 2.25
From Hickman--
Paula June Hornsby, 266. Jua-
nita Brooks Hunter, 3 00; Myra
Belt Bohdurant, 3 1.10; Katie Har-
per Matson, 300: and Margaret
Fey White, 2.50
From Clinton-
!vie Earl Banta, 2 39-1'1-media
Porter Brinkley. 2 35; Raymond
Everett King. 2.31. Thelma Lynn
L.amkin. 284; Dona White
Franklin, 3,00; Othel Mae Hil-
liard, 3.00 and Erline Perry,
3 00.
From Union City, Tenn.-
Joyce -Janette Brudin. 2 75 and
Martha Weaver Scates, 2.20.
From Cuba, Ky.-
Howard R y c ('rittenden,
MN* Whip
SALAD DRESSING
FULTON BARGAIN DAYS SPECIALS
7 II URSDA ) RI 1) I) -S 1T1 RDAI OA 1.)
Bike tire and tube. Reg. $3.69
Picnia Ice Box. Reg. $7.95
Croquet Set. Reg. $6.45
Car Cushion, Reg. 98c
Tackle Box. Reg. $5.89.
Sae! Covers. Reg. ;24.95
Battery. 24-mo. guarantee,
Thermos Jug. Reg. $2.69
Sprinkler. Reg. $2.49
$2.69
6.41
5.25
S9c
3.89
11.95
Reg. $13.95 8.45
.1.59
Roller and Tray FREI,: with
139
RUBBER BASE PAINT any color gal 498
(One per customer)
Western Auto Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by Thtd Fagan
Lake Street Fulton
86th Semi-Annual Report of the
FULTON BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
1NCORPORATF.D
-OF-
FULTON, KENTUCKY
June 30th, 1956
-ASSETS-
Mortgage Loans $750,952.00
Stocks Loans 
 7.46000
Stock in Fed. H. L. Bank 
 10,200 00
Bonds .• 1.00
Insurance Adv. Borrowers 
 32.82
Furniture and Fixtures ...._ 
 1,291.15
Cash in Banks 
 46,191.18
$816,101.15
-LIABILITIES-
Installment Stock 
 $429,292.75Full-Paid Stock 
 283,900.00Full
-Paid Stock Dividends 
 
4.155.37Undivided Profits 
 55,572.74
Federal Insurance Reserve 
 
 
37,000.00State Legal Reserve 
 5,000.00
Federal Tax Reserve 
 
1,000.00
Tax and Insurance Collection 180.29
Authorized Capital Stock of Association $2,000,000.M
$816,101.15
The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J. E. FALL, JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public, by J E. Fall, Jr., June 30,
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public:
My commission expires April 30, 19577
We, the Auditing Committee of the Fulton Building and Loan Association statethat we have examined their records and we certify that the above statementIs correct.
ARCLI LIUDDLESTON, '
R. H. WHITE, Auditing Committee.
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Friends Are Made Of Stories Like This
By Mary Neils Wright
Do you ever take time to
browse through the books in
library? It is a wonderful way
to relax--to forget the problems
of everdaY life. Books have a
two-fold purpose fur me. They
also serve as a "keeper" for all
of the newspaper clippings, let-
ters and photographs that I
cherish most.
A day or so ago (with a def-
inite need for relaxation) I spent
a couple of-hours with my books.
And in a favorite one, "The
Shropshire Lad," given bo me
by a friend many years ago, as
I turned the pages I came across
a letter dated August 4, 1947.
The handwriting wasn't fami-
liar but as I read on I realized
that this was a letter that I
would always keep.
It was from a friend whom I
had become acquainted with by-
way-of the Saturday Evening
Post. • Her name is Hazel Wil-
son. Richard Neuberger wrote a
delightful—as well as amazing
account of the lives of the three
Wilsons, Hazel, her husband, Al-
len and their son, Kim. And he
gave his story the title, "Ameri
ca's Most Isolated Couple."
The Aliens lived in Hell's
Canyon in the Snake River Val-
ley of Idaho. Idaho, whom the
Indians gave the name to, mean-
ing, "Gem of the Mountans" —
the magnificent Rockies.
I was very much interested in
this fabulous Snake River Val-
ley because we had taken a
north-western trip the previous
year an had toured quite near
this part of Idaho.
I wrote to Hazel and told her
some of the history of our part
of Kentucky. And even though
I knew how different our lives
were — I felt a closeness to her
—our boys, her Kim and Don
were the same age. Many times
one reads about another person
and feels that they'd like to
know them
Within a couple of weeks I
had an answer to my letter.
_ -
Hazel and I exchanged several
letters and I learned what a de-
voted, wonderful family they
were.
But, this first letter that I re-
ceived was such an interesting
one—I wanted to share it with
you. Hazel wrote the letter on
the 4th of August. It went out
out the valley via mule pack.
The envelope was post marked,
August 11.
Dear Mary Nelle:
I received your welcome let-
let and I have a few moments
of leisure today—so will write
you.
I would like so very much to
see Kentucky, as I am a horse
fan. We own several registered
thoroughbred horses. We use
them as saddle horses to ride
on the trails and to work our
cattle with.
The towns in this country are
small, mlost of them under five-
hundred population. The county
scat 'of Idaho County is Grange-
vile, which- has a larger pouts-
Fulton Value Days
25 SILVER DOLLARS
TO BE SOLD EACH DAY
JULY 5, 6, 7, at WADES
ADULTS ONLY — — 1 TO A CUSTOMER.
YOUR COST 90'
YOU CAN
"Trade with Wade and Save"
WADE FURNITURE CO.
112 LAKE STREET FULTON, KY. PHONE 103
tion. We do most of our trading
in Lewiston, which is a fair
sized town. The lumber mills at
Lewiston are among the larg-
est in the world.
It surely would have been
nice if you could have stopped
by to see us while you were out
this way. As I read your letter,
I knew that we could have found
many things to discuss — al-
though we live exactly opposite
lives.
We live 112 miles above Lew-
iston in the heart of Hell's Can-
yon. In fact, my father named
the canyon. We raise beef for
a living, as our fathers did be-
fore us. We have an ideal set-
up for this. Here in the canyon
the grass grows all winter with
early spring flowers in bloom in
January. So we don't have to
feed hay.
As the season advances, we
move the cattle to higher alti-
tudes ending up at Horse Heav-
en on the top of the beautiful
Seven Devils Mountains at an
elevation of 8,000 feet.
We see snow here the year
around. Our ranch house faces
up Big Granite and I can look
out of the living room windows
and see snow-capped Granite
Mt. while I'm sweltering in the
heat of a July day
We raise some hay here for
our saddle horses and milk cows.
We also have a big garden. Ev-
erything grows here, including
melons of all kinds, celery, let-
tuce, okra, squash, white pota-
toes, yams, peanuts and pop-
corn. Also English walnuts, pe-
cans, almonds, all kinds of fruit
----except citrus.
There are two trot-fishing
streams-running by the house.
They have brook trout, rainbow
and Doolly Varden reaching a
length of 30 inches. Also steel-
head salmon, considered one of
the world's best game fish.
We spend our summers at our
summer home in the Seven Dev-
ils. Our cabin is a nice log one
with a grand 6 ft. fireplace,
running water and a few minor
luxuries.. Allen built the cabin
last summer and it is 24 by 24
feet One end of the living room
wall is windows where one can
look upon the gorgeous moun-
tain peaks. Needless to say, we
are proud of it. It is much nicer
than the average cow-camp. We
have to pack all our supplies
FULTON VALUE
DAYS
8.2 CU FT
DUNCAN HINES
REFRIGERATOR
$159.95
EVERY DAY
IS A VALUE
DAY AT WADE'S
20-inch
WINDOW FAN
2 Speed
SU"
Modern Age
DeLuxe Portable
SEWING MACHINE
with attachments
$5995
$4000
For Your Old Washer
on a Speed Queen
Wringer DeLuxe
Washer.
WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street "Trade with Wa de and Save" Fulton, Kentucky
Into the ranch on mules.
I am sure that your boy, Don
and my Kim would have great
fun together. Kim doesn't have
too many playmates his own
age—so he really makes up for
lost time when he does have a
guest. He has three saddle hors-
es of his own, Floppen, Snooks
and Topsy, a shepherd dog, and
a miscellaneous collection of
other pets including a mouse, a
porcuaine, two magpies and a
fawn Aamed Bambi (of course)
that we found in the edge of the
creek nearly-drowned. However,
Kim gave the fawn to a friend
who lives on the Salmon River.
The little girl-friend had the
misfortune to have been born
with one arm off at the elbow.
She and Bambi are inseparable.
You said your people came to
Kentucky before the Civil War.
My grandfather fought in the
war and came west when he
was discharged. They came by
covered wagon on the Oregon
Trail. Perhaps you noticed some
of the markets at Boise. The first
time I ever went to Boise my un-
cle showed me where the Ore-
gon Trail was and at that time
the wagon tracks were easily
r The Fulton News Thursday July 5, 1956 Page 5
discernible.
The Indians were a menace
in those days. I can remember
when they used to come in the
Fall and Dad would trade them
deer hides for gloves and bead-
ed moccasins. We girls used to
try to ride our cow-ponies by
their camps, but our ponies
were more afraid of them than
they would have been of a
bear!
We seldom see Indians any-
more. They have degenerated
in the last twenty years. I think
the race will be extinct in an-
other decade. That is, the full-
blooded Indian.
I forgot to mention that we
have lakes around our summer
camp that are stocked with
trout ranging in size from 10 to
30 inches. They are mostly cut-,
throat and rainbow. Our boy is
a veteran fisherman and does he
love it!
I spend some of my time sew-
ing, knitting and embroidering
—but not as much as I used to
do. Mr. Neuberger had some of
the story in the Post wrong. Al-
len hunts cougar, brown bear
and mule deer—not for com-
mercial purposes—but just as a
hobby. I am 32 instead of the
flattering age of 28 that Neu-
berger gave me.
I spend much of my time tut-
oring Kim and I use the Calvert
Course which is accredited 'any-
where in the United States.
Let me tell you again how
nice it was of you to be inter-
ested in us. I hope I have given
you a picture of the way we
really live. Thanks again for
your lovely letter and I shall
look forward to hearing from
you in the future.
Sincerely Yours,
HAZEL WILSON
• • • •
So—this is the letter from the
most isolated woman in the
U.S.A. I hope you have enjoyed
reading about a person who is
resourceful enough to be happy
with her family—even though
(during the winter season) she
Is completely closed in from
the outside world.
Fulton Value Days
@, ALL NEW 1956
Supreme Special nw-cl
Whinifoot
FULLY-AUTOMATIC WASHER
Special purchase lets us bring you top features
at this LOW PRICE!
SUDS-MLSER*
Exclusive . saves over N% of the
cost of soap and kot waterl
SEVEN RINSES
The most thorough known, yet um
less water!
3 TEMPERATURE WATER SELECTION
Lets you wash any fabric — e\ on
sheerest negligees with confidence and
complete safety.
•5-Its
GUIDE LITE* CONTROL
Automatic illuminated controls —
right at your fingertips easy to :we,
easy to set.
PLUS
Famous RCA WHIRLPOOL washing Fic-
tion washes cleaner, yet gentler . . .
6-year parts warranty on sealed -in
transmission . . . giant 9-lb. capacity
'... automatic filling regardless of wa-
ter pressure. Free-Flow • draining
keeps clothes clean ... and many more
time-saving conveniences.
DON'T MISS THIS OUTSTANDING VALUE . . . time .1r4 IMO
YOU CAN
"Trade with Wade and Save"
WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
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Rate Hike, Too
Texas Gas is seeking a rate
increase from its customers, but
not because it "blames increases
from its Tennessee customers,"
as stated in the News last week
This was an error in typesetting
that slipped through the office
unintentionally.
The Company seeks rate in-
creases totaling $1,104,000 from
its Kentucky customers (includ-
ing Fulton) and $1,751,000 from
its Tennessee customers (includ-
ing South Fulton), it was an-
nounced last week.
The company blamed increases
in its wholesale costs, plus
higher operating and labor costs.
If the FPC approves the re-
quest, the increases will become
effective August 1st. If it does
not approove the request, the
Company may start collecting
anyhow on January 1st, 1957,
subject to refund.
Civil Defense Alert
Nationwide, July 20-26
"Operation Alert 1956" has
been scheduled for July 20
through 26, General J. S. Lind-
say, administrator of Kentucky's
Civil Defense, said recently.
State and Local Civil Defense
Orginizations will ceniter their
operations in ,the first three
days.
Seventy-six areas of the Unit-
ed States and its territories will
DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of insurance
SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
309 East Walnut St.
Fulton. Ky. Phone 403
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Flaws of All Kinds deem-
rately Repaired at Low Cast
by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
BURROW CA
and
& BURROW
Insurance and Real Regale
Long term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest
SEE
Charles T. Cannon
Charles W. Burrow
be subject to an atomic attack
in a five-hour period. These at-
tacks will be oonfined to in-
stallations of the Atomic Energy
Commission, centers of popula-
tion and several air bases, the
General said.
"The 'Exercise' this year will
show how nuclear warfare can
affect •the life of every human
being in our country, whether
he lives in New York City, St.
Louis, or Fulton, Kentucky. We
have the opportunity to gain
much kriowlwedge from the test
and to improve our civil defense
units all over the State," Gen-
eral Lindsay said.
Animal Rabies Creates
State Wildlife Problem
During the first four months
of 1956 there were 147 labora-
tory-confirmed cases of rabies
in Kentucky, compared with 103
cases for the entire year of 1955,
according to Dr. Ronald Hec-
tome, director of the Division
of Veterinary Public Health.
The most significant increases
in cases by species have been
found in foxes, cats, skunks,
horses and small wildlife.
"Since the number of cases in
dogs and cattle remained almost
the same and there increases in
cases among other animals, this
indicates there is still a definite
wildlife problem." Dr. Hectorne
said.
During 1955, seven other states
reported more cases of rabies
among animals than Kentucky.
With the use of increased con-
trols the number of cases this
year may be reduced," Dr Hee-
torne said.
BUSY SOIL TESTERS
Nine Kentucky counties
1955 tested over 3,000 soil sam-
ples each. .Shelby county was
first, with 5,081 samples, and the
others, in order, were Fleming,
Barren, Mason, Hardin, Hick-
Mercer, Lincoln, and Ma-man,
non.
Attend church of your choice
 
 
this Sunday.
GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS
KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1956 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Office, 115 Carr Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
New Wingo School
May Open In Fall
Recent dynamiting of the
new Wingo school building un-
der construction caused $31,000
damage, the construction firm
stated this week. Work has been
resumed under armed guards,
and County superintendent De-
Weese announced that he has
hopes that the new facilities at
Wingo will be ready to use this
fall.
National Convention
To Be In Louisville
The Kentucky Association of
Rural Letter Carriers will be
hosts to the national convention
. of rural letter carriers in Louis-in 
ville, August 14-17. .Several
thousand members and their
wives are expected to gather at
the Kentucky Hotel headquar-
ters. Auxiliary headquarters
will be at the Seelbach Hotel.
J. W. Hanley, Anchorage,
heads the committee making ar-
rangements for the national
convention and Mrs. H. P.
Minch, Owenton, is chairwoman
for the Auxiliary.
National '55 Wool
Average Was 42.8 lb
Mr. Roy C. Gray, Chairman
of the State ASC Committee,
announced today that the na-
tional average price received by
producers for shorn wool mar-
keted during the 1955 market-
ing year was 42.8 cents per
pound. He stated that this means
that producers who filed appli-
cations for shorn wool incentive
payments will receive an incen-
tive payment of $44.90 for each
$100.00 that they received from
the sale of shorn wool and that
producers who filed applications
for lambs and yearlings incen-
tive payments will receive 77
cents per cwt. of live animals
which were sold for slaughter.
Condensed Statement of Condition
FULTON BANK
Fulton, Ky. at the Close of Business, Saturday, June 30, 1956
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks 
United States Government Securities 
Municipal Bonds 
Other Bonds & Securities
Loans and Discounts 
Bank Premises 
Furniture and Fixtures 
TOTAL RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock 
Surplus 
Undivided Profits 
Deposits 
Officers Checks
Dividend Declaretl, Not Yet Payable
TOTAL LIABILITIES
MEMBER
397,433.49
758,095.75
47,780.00
75,000.00
713,688.40
31,481.45
15,522.96
$ 2,039,002.05
50,000.00
50,000.00
51,344.70
1,880,255.59
4,901.76
2,500.00
$ 2,039,002 05
F. D. I. C.
_
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OUT ON A LIMB
By Stumpy McCulloch
* * *
Folks in our part of the country like
the story about the time the French
ambassador visited Teddy Roosevelt.
Tryiii to entertain his guest, the Presi-
dent invited him r., play a game of
tennis. They played two sets. Then the
President suggested a sprint around
the lawn. They sprinted. After that,
they worked out with the medicine-
ball. Finally Teddy Roosevelt turned
to his guest. "What would you like tt
do now ?'• he inquired.
"If it's all the same to you, Mr
President," the ambassador said,
think I'd like to lie down and die.-
* * *
Well, sit, if you're ever lookin
for exercise, I hope s ou'll corns
down and visit in,. while I'm lirnbin'
the trees I've harsested. Limbing is
a real art..I find an axe works best
on the small limbs, but 1 use a saw
for the bigger ones. 'Course, it takes
practice to do the job right. If the
tops of saplings have been pinned
down by the falling tree, it's a job
for a man who knows what he's
doin'. If he's no( careful when he
cuts the sapling, it may swing back
at him with • wallop.
* * *
By the way, did you heat about the
city feliet who started rollin his own
cigarettes. lust because his doctor told
him he needed more etc-Rise'
* * *
I've been fixin' up my log road
lately, too. Since most of us woods-
men or farmers so into the woods
year after year to bring out wood
for home use as well as for sale, it's'
a good investment to keep the roads
in- shape.
• * *
The four and iii wheel trucks most
of us use in the woods can travel over
a fairly rough road without much
trouble. And they can go up a 10 or
11 per cent grade without falterin'.
But on tight corners, a truck can be
troublesome. Seems to me a curve
should have a radius of not less than
80 feet. Don't you agree'
* * *
Roads are useful in many ways.
One of the best, to my way of think•
ing, is for holdin' parades on. They
held one down at the junction last
week. I was watchin' it from Mer-
cy's house. As the roarade came
by, I looked around and saw that
Mercy wasn't there. ' Where's
Mercy?" I asked.
"Upstairs, wavin' her hair," some-
one said.
"What's the matter?" I asked.
"Didn't nobody bring a Hag?-
* * *
BRECKENRIDGE TO
COTTAGE CHEESE PRODUCTION at the Fulton Pure Milk
Company ts discussed by two members of a Dairy consulting
firm and W. P. Mimetic., local plant manager. Pure 1111k com-pany has recently installed a new "by-products room" with
stainless steel facilities for making cottage cheese.
BARDWELL NATIVE QVITE A SPREADWhite bread prices rose 70
percent between 1946 and 1955
KY MILITARY (II1E1 -but the farmers received onlya 20 percent increased in the
Colonel Calvin L. Partin. a same period for their wheat.
native of Bardwell. Ky., today
received command of the Ken- 411 VARIETIES
tucky Military District from Col. American consumers - h aye
James R. Wheaton who is re- more than 400 varieties of cheese
tiring after 34 years of active from which to select.
Army service.
Col Partin is a veteran of 31
years service, receiving his com-
mission from the United States
Military Academy in 1929 He is
a graduate of the Cunningham,
Ky., High School and attended
the University of Kentucky prior
to entering West Point in 1925.
As Chief of the District, Col.
Partin will be responisible for
the Army Reserve training pro-
gram. certain National Guard
training agtiv t it's__ all R.O.T.C.
units in high schools and col-
leges of the state, a, state-wide
military police apprehension
program. and ,thin activities
dealing with supply, fiscal af-
fairs and public inf,4-mation
work.
Mr and Mrs Carl King and
Mr. and Mrs Russell Ross with
their two chidren. Bobbie Joe
and Patty all of Fulton, visited
their son and brother, Randell
King and his wife, Barbara, and
their two children, Shirley and
Vickie .in Memphis, Tennessee
They all enjoyed a picnic lunch
an a tour of the Overton Park
Zoo.
Randell is employed at the
Memphis Supply Depot as a
Civil Service Clerk Typist.
A retentive memory is a good
thing, but the ability to forgetTRAIN OVER 18is e true token of greatness.000 
 
th
Summer training at Camp
Brecicinridge rolled Into full
swing this week with the ar-
rival of 400 students from across
the nation to attend the USAR
Chaplains School and the Mili-
tary Intelligence School.
These trainees are only a
vanguard of over 18,000 Army
Reservists and National Guards-
men from Kentucky. Ohio and
West Virginia, who will train
at the camp before summer's
end.
Major units scheduled to train
at Breckinridge are: 83rd In-
fantry Division, Ohio: Kentucky
National Guard; 37th Infantry
Division and 166th Regimental
Combat Team of the Ohio Na-
tional Guard: and the 100th In-
fantry Division of the Kentucky
Army Reserve
A peak strength of 10,000 men
is expected for the week of Aug-
ust 5 through 12.
MUST Br LABELED
Kentucky gnawers of certi-
fied seed must...label their out-
of-state shipments to show an-
alysis and other labeling data,
conforming to the laws of the
state into which the seed is
shipped. The shipper is respons-
ible for meeting the require-
ments.
Make
One
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Do
It
All - - -
Send
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Laundry
and
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to
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14
NATIONAL ALERT
PLANNED JULY 20-26
"(ration Alert 1956" has
been scheduled for July 20
through 28, General J. S. Lind-
say, administrator of Kentucky's
Civil Defense, said recently.
State and Local Civil Defense
Orginizations will center their
operations in the first three
days.
Seventy-six areas of the Un-
ited States and its territories
will he subject to an atomic at-
tack in a five-hour 
_period. These
attacks wiv..11 be confined to in-
stallations of the Atomic Energy
Commission, centers of popula-
tions and severall air bases, the
General said.
Persons under twenty years of
age &al pregnant women are the
groups most susceptible to polio.
JOIN OUR
"TINY BOND"
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You Spend At
CITY DRUG CO.
408 LAKE STREET
HUNDRED";
of today's most wanted cola.,.
for home decoration!
Haw la lans•Js rIttslairals radars balsas"
Wallhide Rubberized Satin Finish
Wallhide Alkyd Flat Wall Paint
Satinbide Enamel
Wallhide Gloss Enamel
PITTSBURGH
Maestro
Colors
106'
'MEMO
FULTON PAINT 61 GLASS COMPANY
CHURCH STREET FULTON
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
The City National lia n k
FULTON. KENTUCKY
At the Close of Business, June 30, 1956
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts
Banking House, Furniture and h'ixtures
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank 
Bonds and Securities
U. S. Government Bonds 
Cash and Due From Banks
TOTAL
LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Unearned Discount 
 
Reserved for Taxes, Other ContingenriesSemi-annual Dividend, No. 108
DEPOSITS
TOTAL
$ 616,627.60
NONE
20,000.00
4,800.00
91,872.66
2,428,000.00
973,046.75
4,134,346.01
80,000.00
80,000.00
109,818.95
10,901.00
18,432.56
4,800.00
3,830,393.60
4,134,346.01
W. Solicit Your Patronage On Our Record
Member: Federal Reserve System.
Member: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.
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1Diary of Doin'sBy Mary Nelle WrightThe News writes social happenings about you andyour friends (Listen To Airwave Diau-ye Thursday,9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)
"American is strength and pw.vor from spiritual and moral
principles upon which our nation was founded, with our strength
ebbing and flowing as we cling to or neglect those spiritual and
moral principles."
We believe this—and we celebrated on the Fourth of July—be-
cause it is Independence Day—and It IS this INDOMITABLE spirit
)f America that WE believe in.
And so another Fourth of July has come—and gone—with
flags flying. people picnicing and being happy to be together in
a country where there is NO iron curtain—hut the independence
that our forefathers gave their lives ifor--so long ago.
Yes — this is the season when
we think of back-yard suppers,
picnics and friendly get-to-
gethers.
Laverne and Norman Terry
had an interesting group out for
a back yard supper Friday night.
We are sure that they were feel-
ing lonesome after their daugh-
ter, Charlotte and her child/en
left for Verdun. France. Those
who attended the' supper were
Ellen and Joe Davis and Belle
and Hunter Whitesell . . .
Lois Jean and Rodney Miller,
Joan and Dr. Danny Baird,
Hunter Byrd Whitesell and Dick
Meacham had fun in the Hendon
Wright badt yard Monday night
when they grilled hamburgers
with all the "trimmini." Dr. Joe
ORPHEUM
Ale Danditioned
THUR - FRI. - SAT.
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No. 1
YAM DIE ....LAUGHiNGI
•
4,111 fawn um taw
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•
1•1140141117...,..., sim num
r. At At! P CTOtt
—and—
Victor Mature in
"THE LAST FRONTIER"
--plus—
Chapter I
"SEA HOUND"
and Cartoon
Out To Poach
SUNDAY - MONDAY
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
LT DISNEY'S
—plus- -
MEN AGAINST
THE ARCTIC
And How To Have An
Accident In The Home
(Cartoon)
•
and Marilyn Davis, who have
just returned home from Phil-
adelphia, joined them later in
the evening and we know they
had much talk . . .
Monday night Lucy and John
Daniels, Nell and Milton Exum,
Laverne and Grady Varden had
a real reunion when they enter-
tained with a DELICIOUS steak
supper On the lovely Varden
backyard.
Marcia and Gene Moon of
Enid, Oklahoma-..were the in.
soiration for lAt-- happy affair.
The attcactile -and popular
Moons are guests of his parents,
Mr and Mrs. Burch Moon on
East State Line Road. Gene has
been plant manager for Swift
and Company in Enid. He has
recently been tramiferred, as
well as promoted, to the man-
agement of the Holiday Frozen
Foods Plant in Fort Smith, Ark-
ansas. This company is a sub-
sidiary of Swift and Company.
We had an enjoyable talk with
Marcia Tuesday and learned that
their "pride and joy," Jimmie is
a student at Oklahoma A. and
M. We could write on-ant-on
abbut the versatile Moon family
as they have countless interest-
ing hobbies. WaMga that imam
would permit us to_ do so ...
Wednesday, "all of the crowd"
—the gals—we mean—went out
to the Park Terrace for a sup-
per to entertain visitors. Marcia
Moon and Mildred Graham
Campbell, of Charlevoix, Mich
Those who attended were Lu-
cille Luther, Nelle Exum, Eliza-
neth Rice, Louella Wiggins, La-
verne Varden, Lucy Daniels, Len-
ette Allen, Bess Goulder, Madge
Patterson, Ruby Winstead,
Grace Russell, Frances Card-
well and her guest, Frances
Mischke of Paris, Tennessee .
Here and There
'Twas good news when La-
verne Terry called today and told
us that her daughter. Charlotte
Terry Ivey and children had
safely planed in to the airport
near Verdun, France And of
course. Colonel Robert Ivey was
ever so happy to witness the
landing The Ivey's will live at
Verdun for the next three years.
Charlotte has promised to tell
us something about her interest-
ing life in France in the not too
distant future. . . .
And ever so happy was Lena
Hutcherson when she told us
that her niece, Marguerite Butts
Muzzy and husband. Claude, are
home again after a three year
army assignment in Badriau-
heim, Germany. The Muzzys ar-
rived in New York the 15th of
June and visited friands and
relatives along the way to Ful-
ton. Marguerite and Claude will
visit with the liutchersons in
Fulton until fall when Claude
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
TRIPLE MONSTER
 
SHOW 
Hit No One
"THE
MAZE"
How Much
Horror Can
You Take
Hit No. Two
The Original
FrAnkenstien
Starring
Boris Runoff
As The
Monster
Hit No Three
Shocking
Primative
Passionate
"BRIDE OF
THE
GORILLA"
PLUS - Goofy Goofy Gander (Cartoon)
SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
The Golden-Skinned Girl Who Had A Dale
With Destiny At
'BHOWANI JUNCTION'
 
STARRING—
AVA GAFtDNER & STEWART GRANGER
IN COLOR & CINEMASCOPE
pt Ts _ I.ATFST PARAMOUNT & NEWS I
•
'These hit ely ladies smile for The News camera at a luncheon
Saturday. (See Diary). Seated left to right are Montez Baird,
Nancy Wilson, Lorene Hushes, Mary Davis Weeks and Joan
Baird. Standing, Ann Holland.
plans to enter the University of
Illinois to take a journalism
course ...
Bob and Susye Binford of
Birmingham are home for an
ever so short visit. They arrived
Saturday night and departed to-
day Thursday). The two Bin-
ford girls have been in Fulton
visiting for the past three weeks.
They'll surely be missed by the
older and younger groups in
town when they leave . . .
Mrs. Anna Klope of Chicago
Is spending her vacation in Ful-
ton with her mother, Mrs. Lee
Myrick . . Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
Stanfield and children, Judy
and Jinuny are vacationing in
the Smokies . ..Kathy and Dr.
John Lloyd Jones and boys,
Steve, Dick and David left Sun-
day for Naples, N. Y. where they
will spend several days with her
mother . . Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Chambers and children, Kathryn
and Rogers of Nashville were
guests in the home of the Lester
Browns last week. . .
Nancy Ann Brashears from the
--Rioeville Methodist Church and
Rudell Elevens from the Walnut
Grove Methodist Church attend-
ed the Lakeshore Methodist
Camp near Camden, Tenn. last
week .
Mae and Ivan Brady nave re-
turned home from a WONDER-
FUL trip to Fairbanks, Alaska.
They visited Mae's brother, Her-
chel Crutchfield and family.
They made the trip by plane
from Chicago, via Seattle, Wash.
What a thrill they had when
they visited the Arctic Circle,
Big Delta, Valdez and other
places of interest. It was, indeed,
an enviable trip .
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Byrd
and children, John, Marie and
Phyllis, of Fort Apache. Arizona
are visiting his mother, Mrs.
Vera Byrd at her home near
Crutchfield.
John formerly lived in Ful-
ton on Route 1. He has been
working for the Indian Bureau
of the U. S. Government since
1932. The Byrd family leads a
very interesting life as John is
principal of the Thedore Roose-
velt School on the Mountain
Apache Reservation at Fort
Apache . . .
'Twa_s ever so nice to see Betsy
and Hunter Byrd Whitesell sit-
ting beside their mother, Belle,
at church Sunday. Betsy teaches
school in suburban St. Louis and
Hunter Byrd is in law school at
the University of Kentucky . . .
Ann Latta is visiting her par-
ents, Mary and Gilson Latta in
Water Valley. Ann works in the
Educational Dept. of the Ameri-
can Dairy Counsel in Louisville.
Mary Davis Wealcs has as her
guests for the weekend, Bill,
Jim and Ed Fossett of Falmouth,
Ky., Si Dicken of Bethel, Ky.
and Coburn Blackerby of Lex-
ington. They are here for the
Wilson-Fossett wedding . . . .
Others who are here for the
wedding are Jerry Nichols,
Louisville, Tom Proctor, Lexing
ton, Carmen and Larry Depp,
Owensboro, Roger Landenburg-
er, Maysville, and Hazeleen
Pace of Marrowborne, Ky. . . .
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Stith of
her mother, Mr. J. J. Owen and
other relatives in Fulton. They
will be here two weeks . .
Corinth. Mims. Is Scene
Of Double Wedding
The Church of Christ parson-
age at Corinth, Miss, was the
scene of an impressive double
wedding. Sunday afternoon when
Norma June King, daughter of
Mr and Mrs W H King of Ful-
ton and John McClanahan. son
of Mr. .and Mrs. Cleo McClana-
han and Eleanor Mae King, also
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. King, and Bobby Hargis,
--son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Har-
gis of Murray pledged their
marriage vows with the Rev.
Hugo Allmond, pastor of the
Church of Christ, officiating.
Falmouth arrived Monday to at-,
tend the wedding. Mrs. Stitch is
the mother of the groom, Bill
Fossett . . Mr. .and Mrs. Fred
Pace of Marrowbone, Ky.- are
guests at the Wilson-Fossett
wedding . . . Among the other
out of town wedding guests are
Ann and Herbie Hunt, Virginia
and. Curtis Boyd, Mary Jane
Wyatt and Martha Utterback, all
of Mayfield, and Phil Nelson of
Benton, Ky.... Matt De Boor of
iLexington s visiting Jane White.
Polly Thompson left Friday
for Alpine, Texas, where she will
be working wiwth Girl Scouts
at Mitro Peak Camp . . . Anna
Watt Smith of Memphis is
spending a week in Fulton with
her mother, Mrs. T. J. Smith ...
Mrs. John Moore of Water Val-
ley left Monday for Memphis to
spend a week with her sister,
Mrs. Harry Wilkinson . . . Mr.
and Mrs. H. L. Hardy left Mon-
day for a visit in Red Boiling
Springs, Tennessee. "They will be
there for 10 days . . .
Dr,--Jee--ind—Marilyn Davis
and little daughter, of Philadel-
phia, arrived in Fulton Monday
for a visit wiwth his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Davis on Eddings
Street. Everyone is so happy to
see their popular couple, but their
visit here will be a short one as
Dr. Joe will report to Gunter
Field, Montgomery, Alabama
Sunday. Marilyn and the baby
will stay a few days after the
doctor leaves, then she will go
to Albany, Indiana to be with her
parents for a few weeks. After
Dr. Joe serves'the three weeks
training period at Gunter Field,
he will be assiged to duty at
Randolph Field. San Antonio,
Texas. You will remember that
Dr. Joe has just completed his
two year internship at the Phil-
adelphia General Hospital. Our
congratulations to you, Doctor!
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Russell
and children left Wednesday to
spend the holiday with his par-
ents near Paducah Sara and
Paul Hayes and children. Sara
Helen, Melinda and Mike of Oak
Ridge, Tennessee will arrive
Monday night for a visit with
MOVIES
FULTON-MARTIN
HIWAY, 45 E.
Tlit-R -FRI --JULY 5-6
MAN WITH THE aux
Robert ,Mitchum - Jan Sterling
SATURDAY—JULY 7
DUEL IN THE SUN
Gregory Peck -Jennifer Jones
(in color)
—plus--
ANNAPOLIS STORY
John Dereck -Diana Lynn
SUN. - MON.—JULY 8-9
"CHIEF CRAZY HORSE"
Victor Mature - John Lund
—plus—
"DRAGNET"
Jack Webb-Ben Alexander
TUE. - WED.—JULY 10-11
"SEMENOLE UP RISE"
G. Montgomery - Karin Booth
I also Elm& el Fates to
A US 51 at Elleltmo NY"
Friday — Saturday and Sunday
CONQUEST OF (WISE
John liodiak
Julie Harris
Robt Stack
(In Technicolor)
  PLUS 
EAST OF EDEN
Joy Page
James Dean
(In rinernascopel
Wednesday and Thursday
THUNDER IN THE EAST
Alaii Ladd Deborah Kerr Charles Boyer
Oriental action and intrigue!
esismanwansimmmow 
Nancy Wilson and Mary Divis
Weaks have been the inspiration
for so many pre-nuptial parties
that your Diarist's head is
strictly in-a-whirl — but we'll
try and get our "wits" together
and tell you about some of them.
Thursday morning the lovely
home of Mrs. Forrest Riddle, of
Mayfield, provided a beautiful
setting for a delightful coffee
honoring Nancy.
The Riddle home which is
furnished with simply gorgeous
antiques was decorated through-
out with arrangements of flow-
ers. In the guest room which is
furnished with antiques that
once belonged to the Irvin Cobb
family, the guests were asked
to write a "happiness wish" to
the bride-to-be
As the guests assembled in the
spacious living room we were
delighted to hear the music from
an antique organ as Mrs. Rid-
dle dedicated a selection to
Nancy.
The lace draped dining table
held an artistic arrangement of
dainty sweetheart roses urround-
ed by blue satin and net. In the
center of the arrangement was
a blue net encircled heart with
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white wedding bells. Canapes,
coffee, fancy cuoides and mints
were served by the hostess. She
was assisted by Mrs. Floyd King
and Mrs. Elsie Morehead.
Nancy was presented a Ilnose-
gay to carry" of dainty miniature
sweetheart roses outlined with
blue net and tied with satin
ribbons. .She was also given a
piece of silver in her chosin
pattern.
Invited guests included—Miss
Wilson, Mrs. Homer Wilson, Mrs.
W. T. Sarnons, Mrs. Howard Ed-
wards,' Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Mrs.
Hendon Wright, Mrs. R. H.
White, Mrs. Gilson Latta, Miss
Betsy W'hitesell, Miss Jane
White, Miss Mary Davis Weaks,
Mrs. M. F. McDade, Mrs. Louis
Weeks, Mrs. Harry Murphy, Mrs.
Walter Hill, Mrs. Hunter White-
FOR THE
BEST
- IN GOOD
USED
FURNITURE
SEE •
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35
sell, Mrs. Thomas Mahan, all
of Fulton, Miss Mary Jane
Wyatt, Miss Ann Shelton, Miss
Norman McGee. Mrs. Herbert
Hunt, III, Mrs. Curtis Boyd, Miss
Helen Hoover, Miss Martha
(Continued on page eight)
15 cu. ft.
CHESI
11,11•
$329.95
BUILT-IN LOti
2-COAT, DOUBLE
BAKED ENAMEL
SEPARATE
FAST FREEZER
SECTION
HERMETICALLY
SEALED
REFRIGERATOR
UNIT
ALL-WELDED
STEEL
CONSTRUCTION
FuU. OPENING. A
BALANCED LID` I
LET'S ALL CO TO
Wii 1 
'Theatre -- Union Cit.
—
4 - GREAT DAYS
FRI-SAT-SUN-MON
BEST WESTERN
EVER MADE !
JOHN WAEVis
il•-
...--
4
., ..
7/0, ,...::
ASZIR
se noncom—VISTAVISION _
JEFFREY HUNTER • VERA MI
WARD BOND • NATAUE WOOD
TUESDAY & WED.
20th =MT . 701 prowling
,' a ail • 1114 1113 .
to
. Baiter Streetimierrnizames...
$274.95 530-1b.CAPACITYas low as$19.95
DOWN
$3.95
WEEKLY
S.
ILLUMINATED
INTERIOR
HANDY BASKETS;
DIVIDERS
COMPARE with other lead-ing brands at higher prices.White King has it—quality, de-
pendability, convenience, econ-
omy! Price includes 5
-yearprotection plan.
Charlie Scates Stores
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404
216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389
FIRST IN RUBBER •• FIRST IN TUBELESS
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(Continued from page 7)
Uterback, of Mayfield and Mrs.
R. L. Conley of Alamo.
Mary Davis Weaks, bride-elect
of John Dicken of Bethel, Ky.
and Dallas, Texas and Nancy
Wilson, bride-elect of William
Fossett of Falmouth, Ky. and
91Pet b
Super'
Kern-Tone
Wash It thus and again! You
can't mar the matchless
beauty of SW de luxe latex
wall paint.
too ass. Easy 5.st.
Gorgeous ingots. $ 89
Ready 
to apply. One gallon
does the •verage
room at only wit aim.)
Exchange
Phone 35
Furniture Co.
Church St.
Colorado Springs were honored
at a delightful luncheon at
twelve-thirty at the Park Ter-
race Saturday.
Hostesses for the lovely affair
were Mrs. C. E. Hughes of Pa-
ducah, Mrs. W, L Holland, Mrs.
Horton Baird and Mrs. Danny
Baird.
Miss Weeks wore white linen
and Miss Wilson's frock was of
blue dotted swiss.
Twenty-four guests were seat-
ed at a long table, which held
as its central appointment a
beautiful arrangement of gar-
denias in a silver bowl.
The hostesses presented each
honoree with a spice set as a
guest gift.
The guest list included—Miss
Wilson, Miss Weaks, Mrs. Homer
Wilson, Mrs. Louis Weeks, Mrs.
Gilson Latta, Mrs. Howard Ed-
wards, Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Miss
Betsy Whiteell, Mr. Hendon
Wright, Mrs. Leslie Weeks, Mrs.
Winifrey Shepherd, Mrs. Clarice
Thorpe, Mrs. Martin Nall. Mrs.
Frank Beadles, Miss Jane White,
Mrs. Bob White, Mrs. M. W.
Haws, Mrs. Ira Little. Miss Ella
Doyle, Mrs. George Doyle.
Nancy Wilson was the inspira-
tion for a beautifully planned
dessert-bridge Thursday evening
given by Gladys Hyland at her
ENTIRE STOCK OF WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S
CANVAS PLAY
SHOES
—Just in time to meet mention needs
—These nationally-advertised shoes
REDUCED
40%
Don't FAIL to take advantage of this opportunity.
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
at
FRY'S SHOE STORE
Lake Street — F'ultop
Thad Fagan. electrical dealer for the Western Auto Store,
is shown with Mrs. Marie Holland. home demonstrator for the
Kentticio Utilities, with the new electric skillet Mr. Fagan
was one of the 22 dealers in town that enjo)ed A delicious
breakfast of pan-cakes and sausages that K. served in their
kitchen Monday morning.
home on Second Street.
The guests were seated at card
tables, centered with miniature
bouquets of summer flowers and
were served a delicious dessert
course.
Bridge was enjoyed during the
evening with high score prize
going to Mrs. Hunter Whitesell.
Mrs. H. C. Wilson was second
high and the guests of honor
was given a gift of china in
her chosen pattern.
Guests present included—Miss
Wilson, Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. White-
sell Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Mrs. H.
C. Edwards, Mrs. Louis Weaks,
Huddleston, Mrs. Bertes Pigue,
Miss Betsy Whitesell. Miss Jane
White, Miss Mary Davis Weaks.
Miss Shirley Easley
Announces Plans For
Wedaing On July 8th
Plans are announced for the
wedding of Miss Shirley Easley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her-
man Easley. and Jerry Hawks,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Hawks of this city.
The wedding ceremony will be
Sunday afternoon, July 8, at 3
o'clock at the First Methodist
Church. The Rev. Henry Rus-
sell will officiate at the double
ring ceremony.
A program -of-nuptial-Music
will be furnished by Mrs. L. C.
Logan, organist, and J. C. Suggs.
Jr., vocalist. Mr. Suggs will sing
"The Sweetest Story Ever Told"
and "0 Perfect Love."
The bride will be given in
n-,arciage by her father, Herman
Easley.
Miss Easley has chosen her
sister, Mrs. Pete Byars, as ma-
tron of honor .The bridesmaids
will be Mrs. John D Brown, sis-
ter of the bride, and Mrs John-
ny Thompson. sister of the
groom.
George Edd Easley, brother of
the bride, will serve the groom
as best man. Ushers will be Paul
Heltsley, Donald Kimbrow, Joe
Don Pigue and Tommy Brown,
al! of Fulton.
Immediately following the
wedding the parents of the bride
will entertain the immediate
GOSPEL MEETING
CENTRAL
CHURCH OF CHRIST
FULTON, KENTUCKY
SUNDAY
SERVICES
11 AM.-7PM.
EVERYONE
MON-SAT
SERVICES
7:45 PM.
WELCOME
JULY 8-15
Oliver Cunningham, Evangelist
SONGLEADERS
Bill Jones--Avon French
farnil,y, close friends, and out
of town guests. with a reception
at their home on West State
Line.
Norma June McClanahan bride
of John McClanahan was hon-
ored with a lovely tea last week
given by Mrs. Tommy Scearce
at the home of her grandmother,
Mrs. R. L Clark in the High-
lands.
T h e house was beautiful
throughout wwith arrangements
of lovely summer flowers. Dain-
ty refreshments, carrying out
the bridal motif, were served
with a white lac ecloth.
For rthe occasion, Mrs. Mc-
Clanahan chose from her trous-
seau, a lovely green cotton dress.
A corsage of white carnations
was presented to her by the
hostess.
Those present and sending
gifts were — Mrs McClanahan,
her mother, Mrs. W H. King,
Mrs. R. L. Clark. Mrs. R. M.
Fields, Mrs. Joel Nabors, Mrs.
Charles King. Mrs. Tommy
Scearce, Mrs Johnny Thompson,
Misses Martha and Nell Holland, 
Virginia Forrest, Sue and  _Di-
ane Palmer, Sue Forrest Shirley
Easley, Diane Bennett, Ann Fall,
Barbara Boyd, Robert Holly
and Wanda Burns.
Polio Precautions Urged
Manufacturers are producing
enough Salk polio vaccine to give
at least one dose to every one
of Kentucky's most susceptible
persons who have not yet been
vaccinated, Dr. Rus se 11 E.
Teague, State Commissioner of
Health said today. Polio strikes
most often at children under 20
and pregnant women.
"The increase in supply for-
tunately comes just in time,"
Dr. Teague said. "The number
of polio cases is usually greatest
in the summer months."
13r. Teague said if every per-
son in the most susceptible
group received one dose of polio
vaccine before July 1, the dan-
ger of a paralytic polio epidemic
in the State this year would be
markedly reduced.
"For widest over-all protec-
tion of a community against an
epidemic it is better for every-
one to get the first injection be-
fore anyone receives the sec-
ond and third doses," Dr. Teague
said. "Now, with the current
vaccine production. all persons
in the most susceptible group
can receive the first injection
immediately."
As reports from 1955 polio
Immunization programs over
the nation are completed. the
vaccine's ability to prevent
paralytic polio becomes more
states involving over 8,500.000
vaccinated and unvaccinated per-
sons have already been com-
piled. The paralytic polio attack
Honored At Shower
Monday afternoon. July 2,
Mrs. Freddie Mills and Mrs.
Jimmy Sisson entertained Miss
Shirley Easley, bride elect of
Jerry Hawks, with an enjoyable
miscellaneous shower.
The guest gathered at the
home of Mrs. Jimmy Sisson
-
which was decorated for the
occasion with lovely arrange-
ments of gladioli and roses.
Games were played and priz-
es presented to Miss Easley, the
honoree, and Mrs. Charles Saw-
yer.
After Miss Easley had opened
her many lovely gifts, delightful
refreshments were served to the
following: Miss Shirley Easley,
Mrs. Herman Easley. Mrs John
Brown, Mrs Pete Byars. Mrs.
0. • E.. Nanney. Mrs Grace
Thacker, Mrs J. C. Suggs, Mrs.
--Allen Austin.- Mrs.-- Rill Ilomra.
Mrs. Charles Sawyer. Mrs.
Charles King. Miss Shirley Hom-
ers and Miss Donna Gail Patter-
son. Those sending gifts were
Miss Mary Davis Weaks, Mrs.
Charles Browder. Mrs. Marshall
Stallins, Mrs. Paul Heltsey, Mrs.
Harvey Hurd, and Mrs Tommie
Spraggs.
SPECIALS!
FOR THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
"Fulton Bargain Days"
CANNON SOLID COLOR TOWELS
* 22 it 44 inches
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE at
• 49c Value
WOVEN MARKET BASKETS
Excellent for home
SPECIAL
25c
and gardening uses
15c
CHILDREN'S YARD AND GARDEN CART
* With metal jingle wheels
SPECIAL
METAL WONDER STICK HORSE
125
* Head rrboves as you gallop along !
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE AT loo
Many more specials throughout the store at
BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c Store
Lake Srteet Fulton
rate among vaccinated children,
most of whom had only one in-
jection, was only 6.9 a 100,000.
Among the unvacdinated ch.d-
dien, the attack rate was 29.2 a
100,000 and among those vacci-
nated children who still con-
tracted polio the crippling ef-
fect was reduced greatly.
There is every assurance that
the vaccine is safe. After re-
vised federal safety standards
s.kere adopted in the spring of
SEE US —
1955, seine 10,000,000 children in
the United States received vac-
cine with a perfect safety rec-
ord.
Despite the vaccine's proved
effectiveness and safety, there
are still an estimated 770,000
children in Kentucky who have
not received the first shot. An
epidemic of 1)olio this summer
is possible unless immediate ac-
tion is taken to protect these
unimmunized persona.
— BEFORE YOU BUY ! I
SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
For killing bugs, worms and all pests
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,—
Fescue
IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
and time for that good HANNA'S Paint — the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.
••••••••••• 
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT I
"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
A(0:luttrIllifoRs.
Stat.
SPECIALS FOR
Fulton Bargain Days
Sale Starts July 5th!
APPLIANCES
GE Portable Dishwasher
_Electric rOaater, on stand
GE Rotary Ironer
GE Freezer, 11-ft upright
$49.95
14 95
99.95
319.95
FURNITURE
3-pc Bedroom suite; big value '
2-pc sofa bed and chair
$59.95 Sealy "Enchanted Nights" Mattress
3-pc Lamp sets (2 table, 1 floor lamp)
RUGS
9 x 12 Heavy weight rugs
9 x 12 Wool blend rugs, $59.96 value
9 x 12 Rug cushion $13.95 value
Yard goods remnants, per sq. yard
HARDWARf
.1-Quart ice cream freezer
Portable mixer
Deep fat fryer
TV Snack trays
Kitchen table
Maple individual salad bowls, ea.
50-foot plastic -hose
99.95
99 95
39.95
17.95
5.95
46.99
9.95
59c
9 95
9.95
14.95
99c
3.99
45c
3.95
FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY
208 Lake Street Phone 1
"Now Air conditioned for your shopping
comfort"
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• CAYCE NEWS
Clarke Houdin-ant •
-41.411
III liif MAITA.AuroMATIC. WASIffit
spending the week-end with herparents, Mr. and Mrs. GuyJohnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Oliver and
Barbara of Akron, Ohio are
spending a few days with Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Wade. Kenny
Wad, is going home- with his
Unde Earl and family for a vis-it in Akron.
Brother and Mrs. Chapmanhave for their guests his mother,
Mrs. Chapman, and sister and
nephew of Rochester Minne-
sota and nephew' of Kansas City,
Mo.
Kay Greer of Fulton is spend-ing a week with her grand
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Moseley and Eddie.
Mary Ann Simpson is spend-ing the weekend in Jackson,
Tenn. with Mrs. Thompson.
Mrs. Gertrude Cassoway of
WHEN YOUR TV
NEEDS A FRIEND . . .
CALL US FOR THE
FINEST IN TELEVISION
SERVICE
Our TV repair men are
trained to service every
standard set. Call us for
dependable service.
ROPER TELEVISION
3C4 MAIN STREET FULTON PHONE 307
leave early on your vacation
trip then take it easy and
play it safe If you're
delased on the road, just
telephone ahead to let folks
know. You'll fipd convenient
outdoor booths everywhere.
Long Distance is fast and
easy to use.
Costs so little, too.
It's Twice as Fast
to Coll by Number
• PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
(Last Week)
Rev. Bow preached at Chapel
Hill Sunday night. This was his
first sermon at the local church
and the members gave him a
warm welcome and like him
fine.
Miss Helen Rogers has re-
turned to Washington where she
is employed, after several weeks
visit with her mother and other
relatives here and in Dyers-
burg. Little Miss Pamela Greer
went as far as Nashville with
her and. will visit with her aunt,
Mrs. Jack Raymond and family.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
children of Paducah are spend-
ing two or three weeks with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. James McDaniel
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Al-
bert Mayhall and Janie spent
Sunday at Reelfoot Lake.
Joe Royce Lowe returned from
Haws Clinic Tuesday after a
few days illness.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers and Mrs.
Ernest Lowe visited in Union
City Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Wm. E. Long and Mrs.
Bill Freeman spent Tuesday in
Jackson. Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt Ramsey
and children spent a few days
of last week in Georgetown.
Texas with their son, Wayne
and family. Wayne is in the air
force and will be sent over seas
right away for two years.
Mrs May Roper and Mrs.
Omer Smith spent Sunday in
Memphis with their son arid
brother, Paul Roper who is in
the hospital ter treatment and
operation.
Huntsville, Ala. is visiting hoe
sister. Mr. and Mrs. Glen Coy-
-ingtom. .
Mrs. Rebecca Wheeler and
children of Paxton, Ill. are visit-
ing her parents, Mr. and Mn.
Raymond Grady.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wade and
baby of Gary, Ind are visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Wade.
Jack Pierce of Detroit, Mich
;Wed Bill Gadberry Saturday
afternoon.
Mrs. Pearl Fisher of Memphis,
Term.- is visiting Mrs. Ruth
Cloys.
Mr. Silas Tacker and Tommy
of Pikesville. Kyt are visiting
Mr and Mrs. Roy Wade and
family
We were sorry to hear of the
sudden death of Mr. Archie
Bailey of Hattie. Mo Mr. Bailey
is the brother of Mrs. Ruth
Cloys and the uncle of Mrs. Ray
Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Jack-
son and Mra. Ruth Cloys at-
tended the funeral in Campbell,
Mo Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holdman
arid family are here from St.
Louis to visit her mother, Mrs.
E:la Holly.
Miss Myrtle Burnette is visit-
ing Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice this week.
Mr and Mrs. Rosco Hutchison
and children of Detroit, Mich
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dood
Campbell.
Mr and Mrs. W. B. Fuller and
daughters. LaDotha and Jean,
are leaving Tuesday for a va-
cation to Miami, Florida.
Rev. and Mrs. J. W Lewis of
Fulton were Friday night din-
ner guests of Mr and Mrs. J. C.
Neenees.
Tune to WFUL roc Local News
SPORT SHIRTS
FAMOUS BRAND SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
BUY ONE
AT $3.95
GET ONE FREE
SI7FS: SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE and EXTRA LARGE
SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY
FRANKLIN'S
302 MAIN ST HILTON, KY
Pets on Parade
THE MEETING WILL COME TO ORDER—These pet aristocrats
of dugdorn gut together recently to plan a series of dog shows inPhoenix. Ariz. Before reaching a decision, however, they tooktime out for this photograph. Pictured U. to r are Kachina, a
collie, Ripper, • pipe-smoking French poodle; Ace, a Basset;Sandy, a cocker spaniel, and Apache, a Bedllngton terrier.
PLAYFUL PUMA—Most house-
wives might find it disconcert-
ing to have a 350-1b puma
breathing on them when they
wash dishes, but not Mrs. Mel-
vin Koontz, of Thousand Oaks,
Calif. This unusual pet, named
Kimbo, is five years old and
consumes 10 lbs. of horsemeat
and a gallon of milk daily.
BIRD WATCHER—Boots, the
boxer, looks as though he' 3
afraid of an attack, but his
parakeet friend, Pete, is Just
amazed at the water Boota
slurps from the kitchen faucet.
The two are great friends, ac-
cording to owner Malty Gron-
achart, of Queens, N. Y.(AP wirepbotoa)
CONTRACTORS' PET—These two International earth-moving giants
are favorites of contractors who want to move tons of earth in a hurry
at low cost. This big 262 h.p. International Model 75 Payscraper,
capable of hauling 22 cu. yds. of material at speeds to 24 m p h., is
*town being push-loaded by another favorite of contractors, the
International TD-24 diesel torque converter ernwl— 'develops 200 net engaie h p.
• NEW HOPE NEWS I • DUKEDOM RT. 2
Mrs. Elmer Walston • Joyce Taylor •
Mr. Joe Frame of St Louis,
Mo., visited his father-in-law,
Mr. Dan Gore several days last
week.
Mrs. Lewis Davis underwent
We are really having summer
weather, it's been real hot the
last few days.
Miss Ela Pearson of Farm-
an operation at the Fulton Hos-
pital Thursday. We hope for her
a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Butler and
children of St. Louis, Mo., visit-
ed her mother. Mrs. Thelma An-
derson and brother, Charles,
last week.
Mrs. Ruthie Moore of Crutch-
field, Ky., visited her daughter,
Mrs. Carl Phillips and Mr. Phil-
lips, several days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jih Newport
and children of Whittier, Calif.,
returned to their home Thurs-
day after several days visit in
our home last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Coburn
and daughter. Gwendolyn and
Mrs. Claude Sams all of St.
t,ouis, Mo. are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Roper and son,
Roger over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Phil-
lips and children of Fulton, Ky.
spent Saturday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Fairy Via and
children, Donald and Coleen of
Detroit, Mich. and Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Via and daughter, Ma- da Beadles, Hickman, Ky., are
rie and Mrs. Mildred Via all of visiting their mother, Mrs. Bag-Indianapolis, Ind. and Mrs. Hil- trice Via.
W. L. Rowland recently, she
was the Sunday dinner guests of
Mr and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
and Mrs McNatt and spent
Sunday night with Miss Emma
Carr
Mrs Laura Matthews and
Larry are vacationing in De-
troit this week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
called to see Louis Jones Sun-
day afternoon. Mr. Jones fell
last week and has been a pa-
tient in a Fulton Hospital, but
is able to be out now.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
and Sue of Lone Oak visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pug
Puckett and Mr. W. L. Rowland
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Zollie Holland
of Mayfield are guests in the
hrme of Tremon Rickman this
week.
Bro. and Mrs. J. W. Lewis
were the Sunday guests of the
Oliver Taylor's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Coltharp
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS
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visited in Mayfield Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Moore and
Debbie of Detroit are visiting
his parents, Mr and Mrs. Tom-
mie Moore and James Earl, at
this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
Mr. Bill Matthews were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks and
family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
went to Millington last week to
see their new grand baby, Patty
Ann, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Eudy.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Cathey
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
0. F. Taylor and Joyce Satur-
day night.
Mesdames Carl Mainline and
Marguerite Stephens called on
the Tremon Rickman's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ervin
and children of Franklin, Tenn.
visited her uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. House, last week.
MURRAY STATE BREAKS
SUMMER SCHOOL RECORD
A final enrollment of 1,065,
breaking all records for summer
school at Murray State College,
was announced by the office of
the registrar.
The previous high was 1,053,
set in 1947-48 during the wave
of veteran enrollment following
the war.
The figure of 1,065 does not in-
lude the Training School or
any off campus study centers
1
a
WONDERFUL new invention now sold here. FreeDemonstration SUTHERLAND'S IMPROVEDTRUSS. ELIMINATES TORTUROUS BULBS,BELTS & STRAPS—No side os hip pressure—Thelatest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. Guar-
nteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No Elas-tic—No Leather—No Odors.
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us
CAUTION, PLEASE
Rural roads are expected to
carry a record load of motorists
and vehicular traffic this sum-
mer. Make a full stop at every
stop sign—don't just slow down.
QUICK
GET AWAY
Our modern way of at-
taching new heels assures
a quick get away . . . a
smooth job with no nails
to scratch floors, no holes
to track in mud.
GET NEW HEELS TODAY
All Work Guaranteed.
.-
204 Main, Fulton, Ky.
LAKE STREET LIOUOR STORE
Lake Street Ext
All Favorite Breads
PLENTY FREE PARKING!
CITY DRUG CO. Phone 7•-42$
The man is right. Here is why our new sign is g-,;,
to mean MORE FEEDING VALUE FROM GRAIL,/
for a lot of you farmers:
1. You bring your grain. We grind and rni:.
with Purina Concentrates.
2. You select the rations you want from Puri:-"e
new Check-R-Mix Approved Formulas Ec•
The cost is low because only a few bags
Concentrate are added per ton.
3.' This service is backed by Purina exper
in making over 200,000,000 bags of Col .i-
trates—far more than any other brand.
Bring in a load of your grain and check our fast ser...
... our accurate grinding and mixing ... our
plete list of Approved Formulas. We belielie yt 'Ilike our fast Check-R-Mix Service and ss.Ll .back often.
413 College Street Phone 620
CHICK-R-MIXINO SIIRVIC
1111 111 111 11. •
• II III • • • MI e
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CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main-
STRAYED—Cow on the farm of
Clyde Corum, 2% miles north-
east of Cayce. Owner may
claim by indentifying animal
and paying for this ad. Call
2586 Cayce.
VISIT CAGLE'S
BAIT SHOP
Hi'way 94
Phone 2208
Hickman, Ky.
Friday Cagle ,
Complete line of Bait and
Equipment
Open 7 days a week
24 hour service
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Part
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment Harvey Cald-
well Co, Drive--In Office Out-
fitters, New Location, Cornet
Walnut & Plain Streets.
Phone 674.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacuum clean-
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
HeadqUarters for
AGRICULTURAL
LIMESTONE
Plenty on hand at all times;
your patronage appreciated
RAYMOND PEWITT
Mill Street; South Fulton
Home ph. 708; office 1892
Boost pull power 45% on the go
with TA (Torque Amplifier)
MOWI3
ACRES 4 DAY
with a McCORMICr FARMALL5 300 Tractor
• Back ... click ...
and go with
Fast-Hitch
• Control implements
completely with
Hydra-Touch
• Pay as you produce
ss.th our IH Inccme
Pcresase tan
of Buying
Start and quit with the
neighbors, but outwork
them all. Pull the TA lever
for 2 speeds in each gear.-
10 forward and 2 reverse!
Match power to the load
exactly to plow 10';,, or
more acres a day - to go
acres farther between c.!.1F3
fills. Try TA on you r wn
farm. AAc for a free dem-
onstration.
PAUL NAILLING
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Walnut Street Phone 16
POWELL and RUDY Shoe Re-
pair offers you prompt, accu-
rate service at moderate cost
204 Church Street, Fulton.
ROOMS FOR RENT: Country
house, modern. See or write
W. L Page, Fulton Route 5.
No children).
WET.I.,S DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equip-
ment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261, Fulton. Ky.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.22
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co., Drive-1n Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streeta Phone 674.
CARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Butts, who
have been patients in the Bap-
tist Hospital in Memphis, have
returned to their home. We wish
to take this means to express
our sincere appreciation to our
many friends for their lovely
flowers, cards, phone calls and
to the friends who visited us in
the hospital.
We want to thank the church-
es and the pastors for their many
acts of kindness shown us.
May God bless each and every-
one of you.
Thank you,
Mr. and Mrs. .A. C. Butts
FARM LOANS
Long Terms-
-Easy Payments
ATKINS, HIPLMAN
AND FIELDS
—Insurance-
1.08 Main St. Phone
• Land Surveying
• Civil Engineering
• Lots, Subdivisions
RUSSELL E. TRAVIS
417 Eddings SL
Telephone 437
One thing which would at-
tract other peoples to Christian-
ity is for Christians to act like
Christians, which is not a bad
  
idea, on its ovin.
SHOP
DURING fULTON VALUE DAYS
You'll find unbelievable bargains throughout our store. Be-
low are only a few.
(Prices are god for Fulton Value Days Only )
WHITE 80-SQUARE DOMESTIC, REG. 35c 25c YD.
BATH MAT SET $1.49 VALUE 88c
LADIES SLEEVELESS BLOUSES 88c
LADIES AND GIRLS SHORTS 88c
RACK OF LADIES DRESSES $5.95, $7.95 VAL $5.00
LADIES SHORTIE PAJAMAS, REG 2.98 $1.98
CHILDREN'S SUMMER DRESSES 1/2 REGULAR PRICE
MENS' SPORT SHIRTS $2.98 VAL $2.59, 2 for $5.00
BOYS SPORT SHIRTS VALUES to $1.98 99c
LADIES SUMMER HATS, VALUES TO $6.95 $1.00
1 KASNOW'S Department Store
LAKE STREET FULTON
"Air-conditioned for your shopping comfort"
TID BITS
of Kentucky Folklore
by The Philosopher
"YOI"LL NEVER RAISE
THAT CHILD"
Recently a famous folklorist
and I were discussing our rath-
er puny selves as children. We
did not know each other then
or until lately, but each of us
had had the same experience:
visitors in our homes sometimes
said to our mothers, in a slight-
ly lowered voice: "You'll never
raise that child.' I cannot recall
what my own mother said after
this reassuring remark by a
well-wisher, but I well remem-
ber the depressed feeling I had
for a time afterwards. And may-
be I decided to live anyway, to
prove the bad judgment of the
gossipy neighbor.
Puny children used to be
quite common. Many of us had
rickets, we were cradled in ma-
laria, we were rarely without
a cold, and our little bones al-
most stuck through our skins.
Tonsils were bad because that
was the way it was fore-or-
dained: adenoids served the sole
purpose of making us talk
through our noses and thus be-
come sources of merriment for
other children and grown peo-
ple, too. And all the classic
children a diseases just had to
be lived through, as a mark of
being human beings Of course,
we puny ones ate like starved
animals, but no amount of food
teemed to fill out our bony bod-
ies. No wonder well-intentioned
visitors felt that our life ex-
pectancy was short The tragedy
of my own memories is that far
too often these wiseacres were
right. Many of my playmates
and acquaintances died young,
most often of tuberculosis. Some
of the brightest boys and girls 
I- have ever known were laid to
rest in Fidelity Cemetery before
they had attained to full-grown
manhood and womanhood.
But some of Us tough custom-
ers lived through it all and
managed, in mature life, to get
round and plump, and all this
without eating half as much as
we used to or adopting any sort
of sedentary life, either. Just
how we did it is beyond me;
maybe there is a tough streak in
even the puniest boy or girl.
Maybe the way to get strong and
plump is to be a starveling child.
pitied by all -those who have
meat on theig bones.
Tsese free remarks about
puny children were a part of a
whole series of acts that should
ilave had the attention of the
Society for the Prevention of
USED BARGAINS
$39.95, up refrigerators
$29.95, up elec. ranges
$19.95, up ____ _ washers
$219.95 21" television
KING TV
First Street
Union City, Tenn.
Cruelty to Children. Bodily in-
firmities, such as cross eyes, be-
ing tongue-tied, scars from In-
juries, often were kept in the
foreground. Older people did
not openly speak of these things
often in the presence of chil-
dren, but a little pitcher with
wide , ears was likely to hear
himself discussed rather painful-
ly whenever he stole into a
group of parents and friends who
did not know he was around.
Other children, of course, nev-
er let you forget your infinmi-
tics and would call you by some
nickname that, bold the story of
youi tragedy: "Bad Eye" was
the name of a younger friend of
mine, held because one of his
eyes was off center; "Moon-fix-
er" was the best name we could
think to call the tallest girl in
our country school. I sometimes
wonder whether the saving of
children's sayings to tell visitors
was 'as funny as the family
thought it. I was a sensitive lit-
tle puny boy and somewhat re-
sented having my idiotic sayings
brought out every time some
new relative came, but I was too
small to raise any row about
being the source of so much fun.
Of course it was meant in good
spirit, I hope, but it hurt then
and still hurts a little.
However, the meanest man I
ever knew rejoiced in showing
how well he had his children
under his control by promising
them something and then taking
it away yand cautioning them not
to cry or object. On one occas-
ion he called his small boy to
come to the second table: the
boy, probably starving as boys
do, came running: the father,
winking at one of the neighbors
to show how obedient his boy
could be, told the little fellow
that he would have to wait un-
til the next table. Some of the
neighbors felt like lynching the
man, and maybe they should
have ridden him on a rail or
given him a small dose of tar
and feathers. I hope that such
conduct is now remote from the
average respectable home.
TENNESSEE OFFICER
ASKED TO RESIGN
Fred Williams, law enforce-
ment chief of the Tennessee
ewe and Fish commission who
directed the recent crackdown
on Reelfoot Lake area illegal
,sales Of wild ducks. has been
given two weeks to turn in his
resignation.
The commission reached the
decision Thursday in Nashville
after a nine-hour executive ses-
sion. Mr. Williams. who recent-
ly received a commendation
from the Tennessee Conservation
league for his part in the illegal
sales operation, said he was giv-
en no concrete reason for the
resignation request.
Polio was first described in
1789 by British physician Mich-
ael Underwood.
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street Fulton
NEW ROAD BILL
PERMITS STATE TO
BUILD HIGHWAYS
Kentucky Must
Match Federal
Money For Roads
State Highway Commissioner.
Bert Kiser says the new federal
highway constniction program
will permit the building of 230-
million dollars worth of new
highways in Kentucky during
the next three years . . . as-
suming Kentucky has available
the 57-million dollars needed to
match federal funds.
Kiser says the state hopes to
start awarding its first contracts
on the new program this fall
and next spring, but he declines
to identify any specific projects.
The new federal law will pro-
vide 137-million dollars for Ken-
tacky during the next 3 years
Of this total, about 91-million is
for the interstate highway sys-
tem, which provides for 640
miles of four-lane highways
roughly following U. S 60, 42,
31-W and U. S. 25
The program also will pro-
vide 21-million ciollars for the
federal primary roacts, 18-mil-
lion for federal secondary roads.
and six-million, six-hundred
thousand-for urban highway de-
velopment.
LETTERS TO 1
THE EDITOR
Will you please explain whtire
Wet herby was last Nov. Per-
haps he- went fishing. 
I. E.
There are an estimated 700,000
children in Kentucky who have
received no polio vaccine. An
epidemic of polio this summer
is possible unless action is taken
to protect these persons.
Tens to WFUL Fes Local Now. L 
Lowest Price Evert
149" complete with
DoLus• fittings
•
LOW DOWN PAYMENT • EASY TERMS
Now is the hest time ever to replace your old-fashioned
sink. Start enioyingthese timesaving, work- saving features:
• Detux• swinging mising-faucet-worranted 5 years
• Removable cutting board
• Handy, Boxible rinse spray
• Siocip-bos rodt
• Sturdy STEEL construction
stick, or splinter
• Beautifully curved contours
• Partitioned, lined cutlery drawer
• Orm-pi•c• steel top —pcwoolain-oriomehod, acid
• Easy to dean, easy to leap clean
• 5 huge, easy-gliding drawers
• Enormous undercabinet storage spars
• Brood, no tip drainboards
• Crumh-cirp strainer catches food particles
• 1,..rtkeri In °looming Star White
• ‘f n,)ng,town KItChent Food Waste Disposer easily in•
r,nly 579 95 extra, plus installation
will not worp, rot, swot%
ros,t(Int
Y NOW-SAVE NC,"
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
News From Our
Bova In The
SERVICE
FORT, GORDON, Ga. — Pvt.
John R. Decker, whose wile,
Norma, lives in Hickman, recent-
ly was graduated from the line-
man's course at the Army's
Southeastern Signal School,
Fort Gordon, Ga
The eight-week course trained
Decker to construct and maintain
both open and lead covered field
communication wires and cables.
Decker entered the Army in
January of this year and com-
pleted basic training at Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo.
The 18-year-old soldier at-
tended Western High School.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs J. L
Decker, live on Route 2.
Current U S. production of
the Salk vaccine for protection
against polio is well over 8,500,-
000 cc's a month.
M
.
' Italie
Whip-,
SALAD DRESSING
...I
Walnut Stereet Fulton, Ky.
